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SUMMARY
Cut finite element method (CUTFEM) based approaches towards challenging fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) are proposed. The different considered methods combine the advantages of competing novel
Eulerian (fixed-grid) and established Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) (moving mesh) finite element
formulations for the fluid. The objective is to highlight the benefit of using cut finite element techniques
for moving domain problems and to demonstrate their high potential with regards to simplified mesh
generation, treatment of large structural motions in surrounding flows, capturing boundary layers, their
ability to deal with topological changes in the fluid phase and their general straightforward extensibility
to other coupled multiphysics problems. In addition to a pure fixed-grid FSI method, also advanced fluid
domain decomposition techniques are considered rendering in highly flexible discretization methods for the
FSI problem. All stabilized formulations include Nitsche-based weak coupling of the phases supported by
the ghost penalty technique for the flow field. For the resulting systems, monolithic solution strategies are
presented. Various 2D and 3D FSI-cases of different complexity validate the methods and demonstrate their
capabilities and limitations in different situations.
KEY WORDS: Fluid-structure interaction; Unfitted finite element methods; Nitsche’s method; ghost-
penalty; cut elements
1. INTRODUCTION
Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problems are of significant interest in various fields of engineering
and applied sciences. However, current and future problem configurations of interest take available
approaches often to their limit. For this purpose, the capabilities of different geometrically unfitted
cut finite element method (CUTFEM) based discretization concepts will be discussed. Moreover,
novel Nitsche-based approaches and important algorithmic aspects will be proposed.
We start with providing important prerequisites for achieving reliable results and for having a
competitive discretization method for FSI. An appropriate mesh resolution in the boundary layer is
mandatory in order to capture the wall normal gradients around the wet structure surface accurately.
An insufficient mesh quality at the fluid-structure interface likely results in an overall corrupted
solution of the coupled problem. The ability to adequately deal with this is an essential advantage
of the established Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)-based FSI approach, a technique which
goes back to early works by, e.g., [1–6]. It however requires that the fluid mesh always follows and
deforms with the structure. Large structural motions can heavily distort the fluid mesh, such that
costly and sometimes numerically problematic remeshing and mesh-updating needs to be regularly
performed. Such limitations have been addressed in several publications, see, e.g., [7, 8]. Different
attempts to relax the strong constraints on interface motion in FSI have been made. A dual mortar
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interface coupling method was integrated into ALE-based FSI frameworks in [9] to cope with
non-conforming meshes at the fluid-structure interface and so to enable mesh sliding and hence for
example large rotational motions. Non-matching discretizations in the framework of isogeometric
FSI have been considered in [10] and successfully applied to simulate the FSI of wind turbines.
Recently, in [11] an ALE formulation of embedded boundary methods was proposed for tracking
boundary layers in turbulent FSI problems. The key idea of this approach is that non-interface-
fitted embedded meshes are rigidly translated and/or rotated to track the rigid body component of
the dynamic solid motion.
A class of FSI approaches which enables to overcome the difficulty of mesh distortion inherent to
moving mesh techniques are so-called fixed-grid methods. While the structural part is still described
in a Lagrangean formalism, the fluid flow is approximated on a fixed non-interface-fitted non-
moving computational grid. This allows the structure to arbitrarily move within the fluid mesh.
Fixed-grid schemes differ in the numerical treatment of this overlap region, in the enforcement of
the coupling constraints at the FSI interface, as well as in the solution techniques applied to the
overall fluid-solid system.
Immersed Boundary (IB) methods date back to [12]. In this class of methods, fluid and solid
phases are linked by equivalent volumetric force terms within the fluid domain. Such incorporated
interaction equations involve smoothed approximations to the Dirac-delta function and appropriate
transfer operators for data between the two meshes, see, e.g., [13–15] and references therein for
various variants. For most of the IB approaches, the coupling of fluid and solid phases takes place at
the fictitious fluid domain which does not exhibit physical meaning. Smeared approximations and
often induced artificial incompressibility to the structural field are sources of inaccuracy and are
desired to be avoided, as discussed in [16]. In the latter publication, different domain decomposition
ideas for fluid-structure interaction based on fixed fluid grids have been introduced. Similar to the IB
methods are the Lagrange Multiplier based fictitious domain methods based on the works [17, 18],
which have been applied to consider thin elastic and incompressible thick elastic structures [19–21].
Over the recent decade, the so-called extended and cut finite element methods (XFEM,
CUTFEM) became quite popular numerical discretization schemes. Cutting-off overlapped regions
from the fluid meshes, which are covered by other solid or fluid phases, allows for an accurate
description of the physically meaningful fluid domain up to the moving boundary. It also avoids
having artificial overlaps or the need for iterating between meshes, as is the case for Chimera
methods [14, 22, 23], and thus eases setting up a global system for the coupled FSI problem.
Successful application of geometrically unfitted extended/cut finite elements methods, see [24]
for an overview, have been provided for crack problems [25–27], for single-phase flow [28, 29],
incompressible two-phase flow [30–33] and surface PDEs [34]. With regards to FSI, different
CUTFEM/XFEM-based interface-coupling strategies have been developed over the recent years. In
[35], the use of Lagrange multipliers for unfitted overlapping discretizations has been investigated.
A combination of fixed-grid and ALE techniques applied to FSI has been proposed in [36], a
technique which is called fixed-mesh ALE approach. In [37], a stress-based Lagrange-multiplier
method was established for the weak constraint enforcement of coupling conditions. The latter
methodology has been expanded to XFEM-based fluid-structure-contact interaction problem
settings in [38], which enables simulating contact of submersed bodies. A stabilized Lagrange-
multiplier-based fictitious domain approach applicable to XFEM-based Stokes flow approximations
was developed in [39], which was extended to FSI with flows governed by the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations in [40]. A Nitsche-based CUTFEM for Stokes flow interacting with
linear elastic structures has been analyzed in [41]. A comparison of various coupling strategies
of an incompressible fluid with immersed thin-walled structures has been recently provided in
[42]. Moreover, different formulations applicable to fixed-grid methods based on utilizing an
additional embedded fluid patch, which fits to the fluid-structure interface, but overlaps with a fixed
background fluid grid in an unfitted fashion, have been developed in [29, 43, 44].
The objective of this article is to provide a generalized unfitted framework for FSI solvers that
allows to relax strong limitations of most computational FSI approaches existing so far and might
build the basis for future developments on more advanced fluid-structure interaction applications.
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While the structure is always approximated in a Lagrangean setting with an interface-fitted moving
mesh, for the flow field different fitted mesh and geometrically unfitted approaches, including
Nitsche-based overlapping domain decomposition techniques, are provided and juxtaposed. Major
differences to aforementioned FSI approaches consist in the multitude of potential Nitsche-based
discretization concepts for FSI and detailed descriptions of algorithmic aspects with regards
to a desired monolithic solution of unfitted FSI approximations. Thereby, non-linear structural
behavior is considered and the flow is described by the full non-linear incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations, in contrast to previous publications which mainly considered Stokes flow, linear
structural models or restrictions that only allow thin-walled structures. Challenging two- and three-
dimensional FSI problem configurations will demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed stabilized
formulations and the algorithmic procedures.
This paper is outlined as follows: In Section 2, different established fitted and novel unfitted
mesh CutFEM based discretization concepts are proposed and their limitations and capabilities
for moving domain multifield problem settings are discussed. Section 3 reviews the fluid-structure
interaction problem formulation for which a Nitsche-coupled numerical scheme will be provided in
Section 4. Algorithmic peculiarities of monolithically solved unfitted FSI approaches will be treated
in Section 5. Numerical examples in Section 6 will demonstrate the robustness of the proposed FSI
schemes and highlight their capabilities for certain challenging problem configurations, as finally
summarized in Section 7.
2. GEOMETRICALLY FITTED AND UNFITTED FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION
CONCEPTS
To begin with, we introduce general notation and conventions for multifield problems, which
serve as a basis for the presentation of different computational approaches for fluid-structure
interaction problems. Afterwards, terminology and notation frequently used in the context of
mesh approximation techniques are introduced, which mainly address some terms describing
the mesh location with respect to the physical domain and the positioning of different meshes
relative to each other. Finally, the limitations and capabilities of different geometrically fitted and
unfitted discretization concepts for demanding fluid-structure interaction problem configurations are
compared to each other.
2.1. Domains, Boundaries and Conventions
Let Ω(t) := ⋃16i6NdomΩi(t) be the overall physical domain of a multifield problem consisting of a
partition into Ndom > 1 disjoint, possibly time-dependent subdomains Ωi(t) ⊂ Rd, 1 6 i 6 Ndom,
with d = 2, 3 and Γij(t) := Ωi(t) ∩ Ωj(t) (i < j) the separating interfaces between partitions,
with the most prominent being the interface between fluid and solid phases, respectively.
Note that, if unmistakable, occasionally the temporal variable t is omitted to shorten the
presentation. For the subdomain boundaries ∂Ωi, which are assumed as (d− 1)-manifolds,
partitions ∂Ωi = Γi ∪ (⋃j>i Γij) with exterior boundaries Γi ⊂ ∂Ω are considered. Respective
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary parts are denoted with ΓiD,Γ
i
N and satisfy Γ
i = ΓiD ∪ ΓiN.
Outward-pointing unit normal vectors defined on the manifolds are denoted with ni for boundaries
and with nij := ni = −nj (i < j) for interfaces, respectively. The notation is depicted in Figure 1.
For possibly discontinuous scalar quantities f : Ω→ R, like for instance material parameters,
weighted average operators and a jump operator are defined as
{f(x)} = lim
t→0+
(wif(x− tnij) + wjf(x+ tnij)) ∀x ∈ Γij , (1)
〈f(x)〉 = lim
t→0+
(wjf(x− tnij) + wif(x+ tnij)) ∀x ∈ Γij , (2)
[[f(x)]] = lim
t→0+
(f(x− tnij)− f(x+ tnij)) ∀x ∈ Γij (3)
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Figure 1: Multifield problem setting consisting of fluid and solid subdomains Ωi, 1 6 i 6 Ndom, exterior
boundaries Γi and interfaces Γij(i < j) with respective unit normal vectors ni and nij .
with positive weights wi, wj ∈ [0, 1] satisfying wi = 1− wj . The weights will be specified later
depending on the computational approach. Irrespective of their choice, the following relation holds
[[fg]] = [[f ]] {g}+ 〈f〉[[g]] (4)
for functions f, g with a straightforward extension to vector-valued quantities, like velocities or
tractions.
2.2. Notation on Function Spaces, Norms and Inner Products
Deriving a weak formulation for fluid-structure interaction requires the definition of appropriate
functional spaces. For any time t ∈ (T0, T ] and U ∈ {Ω(t),Γ(t)}, let Hm(U) and [Hm(U)]d be the
standard Sobolev space of order m ∈ R and their Rd-valued equivalents. Their corresponding inner
products are denoted by (·, ·)m,Ω for the domain and by 〈·, ·〉m,Γ for the boundary. It is occasionally
written (·, ·)U , 〈·, ·〉U and ‖ · ‖U for the inner products and norms associated with L2(U), with
U being a Lebesque-measurable subset of Rd. For m > 1/2, the notation [Hmg (Ω)]d is used to
designate the set of all functions in [Hm(Ω)]d whose Rd-valued boundary traces are equal to g.
2.3. Notation and Terminology on Computational Domains and Meshes
Let T̂ ih be a background mesh with mesh size parameter hi > 0 which covers an open and bounded
physical subdomain Ωi. The active part of a computational mesh is defined as
T ih = {T ∈ T̂ ih : T ∩ Ωi 6= ∅} (5)
and consists of all elements in T̂ ih which intersect Ωi. Denoting the union of all elements T ∈ T ih by
Ωi∗h , then T ih is called a (geometrically) fitted or more precisely a boundary-fitted mesh if Ωih = Ωi∗h
and an unfitted or non-boundary-fitted mesh if Ωih ( Ωi∗h . To each mesh, the subset of elements that
intersect the boundary ∂Ωi
T i∂Ω = {T ∈ T ih : T ∩ ∂Ωi 6= ∅} (6)
is associated, which plays a particular role for unfitted meshes. Notation according to fitted and
unfitted computational meshes is depicted in Figure 2. For a given mesh T ih , the space
X ih(t) := {xh ∈ C0(Ωih(t)) : xh|T = vTˆ ◦ S−1T (t) with vTˆ ∈ Vk(Tˆ ) ∀T ∈ T ih} (7)
denotes the finite element approximation space consisting of continuous piecewise polynomials
of order k > 1 on tetrahedral, hexahedral or wedge-shaped elements, where ST (t) denote affine
or isoparametric mappings from the respective element parameter spaces ξ ∈ Tˆ to the spatial
coordinates of T ( Ωih(t) at time t.
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Γi ⊆ ∂Ωi
T ih ,Ωih = Ωi∗h
T i∂Ωi
Ωi
T̂ ih
∂Ωi∗h
T ih ,Ωi∗h
Γi ⊆ ∂Ωi
T i∂Ωi
Ωi
Figure 2: Boundary-fitted versus non-boundary-fitted meshes: (Left) A computational grid T̂ ih is
(geometrically) fitted to the boundary ∂Ωi of a physical domain Ωi and its active part T ih fits to the domain
such that Ωih = Ω
i∗
h . (Right) The physical subdomain Ω
i is defined as the interior of a given boundary ∂Ωi
embedded into an unfitted background mesh T̂ ih , the fictitious domain Ωi∗h is the union of the minimal active
subset T ih ⊂ T̂ ih covering Ωi.
For inter-element faces in T ih , let F i be the set of interior faces F which are shared by exactly
two elements, denoted by T+F and T
−
F . Furthermore, introduce the notation F i∂Ωi for the set of all
interior faces belonging to elements intersected by the boundary ∂Ωi,
F i∂Ω = {F ∈ F i | T+F ∩ ∂Ωi 6= ∅ ∨ T−F ∩ ∂Ωi 6= ∅}, (8)
which is empty for boundary-fitted approximations.
Remark 1
If a boundary ∂Ωi intersects elements T ∈ T i∂Ωi of a non-boundary-fitted mesh T ih , it subdivides
them into several arbitrary formed polyhedra. Note that for consistency reasons the weak form
integration associated to a subdomain takes place only in the parts covered by the physical domain.
Mesh parts lying outside of the domain Ωi are not considered for bulk integrals, nevertheless, play an
important role in CUTFEMs as will be elaborated in Section 4.2. For possible integration techniques,
see, e.g., [45–47].
Remark 2
Note that in CUTFEMs, geometric entities like active element or facet sets and associated function
spaces are usually time-dependent and may be regularly updated for instationary moving domain
problems. Algorithmic issues regarding this topic will be addressed in detail in Section 5.
2.4. Limitations and Capabilities of Fitted and Unfitted Discretization Techniques
Single-phase boundary value problems – fitted or unfitted meshes? Classical boundary-fitted
methods, as visualized in the left part of Figure 2, are the state-of-the-art in finite element based
approximations of single-phase settings. Among many other advantages, their most important
features can be summarized as follows: Fitting mesh techniques allow to easily obtain higher-order
geometric approximations using isoparametric concepts, enable the straightforward incorporation of
essential boundary conditions into the discrete function space and come along with well-established
stability and best-approximation properties for a variety of partial differential equations modeling
continuum mechanics. Such schemes are undisputed the method of choice for the approximation of
classical solid mechanics. Nevertheless, for complex three-dimensional domains, generating high
quality computational grids that conform to the domain boundary can often be time-consuming and
difficult. This becomes particularly cumbersome and costly for geometries given, for instance, by
CAD data from industrial applications or by image data from, e.g., geological, biological or medical
sources.
In contrast, utilizing geometrically unfitted finite element methods that compute the solution to
the problem on the active part Th of mostly fixed grids, which are intersected by the boundary,
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Figure 3: Multiphysics settings with moving domains: (Left) Node-matching moving meshes are subjected
to strict limitations regarding interface motion and deformation, otherwise the meshes can drastically
deteriorate. (Middle) Interface-fitted non-node-matching meshes enable mesh motion in interface-tangential
directions, but can fail for large mesh movement in interface-normal directions. (Right) Unfitted non-
matching meshes allow for arbitrary motion of the meshes relative to each other. Green markers indicate
boundary nodes of the inner structural mesh, black markers denote interface nodes of the outer fluid mesh.
can drastically simplify meshing of the computational domain. Such approximations have been
visualized in the right of Figure 2. In contrast to boundary-fitted meshes, special measures are
required to impose the different types of essential and natural boundary conditions in a consistent
weak sense due to the unfittedness. In particular ensuring robustness, stability and accuracy of the
resulting numerical scheme becomes more challenging when intersecting elements. As one of the
major issues, small parts of intersected elements are often not sufficiently controlled depending on
the interface location, an aspect which will be elaborated in more detail for fluids in Section 4.2.
The capabilities and limitations of interface-fitted approximation techniques are almost obvious
when considering transient coupled multiphysics applications, like for example fluid-structure
interaction.
Moving multidomain problems – classical node-matching meshes. Let us assume a split of the
entire domain Ω into two disjoint subdomains. The use of a single node-matching finite element
function space for the entire domain Ω provides one of the most easiest and feasible finite element
discretization methods. Its simplicity with regard to stability and continuity requirements, which
can be either incorporated directly to the function space or accounted for in a weak sense, makes
this technique attractive. However, it comes along with very restrictive limitations for transient
problems where moving domains are involved, as sketched in Figure 3 (left). These limitations
become particularly painful for demanding fluid-structure interaction problem configurations, where
structural bodies undergo large deformations, rotations or even contact in a surrounding flow. As the
finite elements need to follow the interface in its evolution, the meshes can rapidly deteriorate and
time consuming remeshing and projection steps have to be performed regularly.
Moving multidomain problems – sliding interface-fitted meshes. Relaxation of the strong
node-matching constraint, as visualized in Figure 3 (middle), allows for independent mesh
movements at least in interface-tangential directions. While the subdomains are still approximated
in an interface-fitted way, the meshes are not node-matching anymore and are thus allowed to
slide. Such techniques have been provided in the context of FSI by, e.g., [9]. They enable large
structural rotations and thus widens the range of potential multifield problem settings by a multiple.
It needs to be pointed out that this non-match of the involved meshes put further demands on the
weak constraint enforcement and require additional geometric operations at the common interface
[48]. Another interesting variant of sliding interface-fitted meshes is the so called shear-slip mesh
update method introduced in [49] that reconnects nodes in the element layer next to the interface.
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Nevertheless, such sliding mesh techniques still show severe limitations for large motions in
interface-normal direction, a phenomenon which is almost omnipresent in demanding FSI problem
settings.
Moving multidomain problems – advanced use of unfitted meshes. To overcome the
shortcomings of interface-fitted meshes with regards to domain motions and deformations, in the
following the benefit of using unfitted mesh techniques is discussed.
As introduced in Section 2.3 and indicated in Figure 3 (right), a powerful strategy to reduce
restrictions on the interface location and its temporal movement consists in choosing computational
meshes independent of the geometries to be approximated. The fundamental idea consists in
constructing finite element based computational grids, which in the end are used to define the
discrete function spaces and to represent the approximative solutions, independent of the location
of the separating interface. Interface evolution and potential mesh motions can then be treated fully
decoupled. Considering a two-field problem, as a result of this desired independence, for time-
dependent subdomains the active mesh parts T 1h , T 2h (5) will change over time. As introduced in (6),
respective sets of elements intersected by the interface are given by T 1Γ = {T ∈ T 1h : T ∩ Γ 6= ∅}
and T 2Γ = {T ∈ T 2h : T ∩ Γ 6= ∅}. Related fictitious subdomains Ω1∗h ,Ω2∗h are defined accordingly.
It needs to be highlighted that treating the evolution of the interface independent from the
potential motions of the computational grids greatly widens the range of feasible interface-coupled
multiphysics problems and thus opens a variety of novel discretization concepts. Some highly
beneficial geometrically unfitted mesh approaches towards FSI will be discussed in more detail
subsequently.
2.5. Powerful Fitted and Unfitted Discretization Concepts for Fluid-Structure Interaction
For the numerical simulation of mutual interactions between fluids and solids, different competitive
approaches will be discussed in the following. While for structures a Lagrangean description
approximated with a boundary-fitted mesh is the most reasonable choice, for flows, different mesh
techniques are competing. A temporally changing fluid domain can be approximated by means of
Approach 1 FITTED-ALE: a fitted, deforming mesh that follows the fluid-solid (FS) interface,
Approach 2 UNFITTED-EULER: an unfitted fluid mesh that remains fixed over time,
Approach 3 UNFITTED-ALE: an unfitted fluid mesh that is allowed to deform independent of
the FS interface evolution,
Approach 4 UNFITTED-EULER/EMBEDDED-UNFITTED-EULER: a fluid domain decomposi-
tion technique including several unfitted overlapping fluid meshes that remain fixed in time,
Approach 5 UNFITTED-EULER/EMBEDDED-FITTED-ALE or HYBRID EULERIAN-ALE: a
fluid domain decomposition technique consisting of an FS-interface-fitted deforming fluid
patch, which is embedded into an unfitted fluid background mesh.
Note that Approach 3 provides an extension to Approach 2 and allows the unfitted background
mesh to move independently. As this requires further essential algorithmic advancements, as will be
elaborated in Section 5, they are considered as two distinct approaches. When choosing a domain
decomposition technique for approximating the fluid domain, in principle, any combination and
number of fitted and unfitted meshes can be used, as long as they cover the entire fluid domain. In
general, all involved meshes can be moving or fixed, deforming or non-deforming. To discuss the
challenges and to present principle algorithms for fluid domain decomposition in a clear fashion, two
beneficial approaches have been picked out of this class, designated as Approach 4 and Approach 5.
In the following, Approaches 1–5 are discussed.
Approach 1 (FITTED-ALE: fitted, moving fluid mesh technique)
The structural mesh T sh and the fluid-mesh T fh are both fitted to the common FS interface, i.e.,
Ωsh = Ω
s∗
h , Ω
f
h = Ω
f∗
h , Ω
s∗
h ∩ Ωf∗h = ∅, (9)
as visualized in Figure 4.
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This classical fitted mesh technique, see e.g. [50–52], which utilizes an ALE-based formalism for
the flow description, enables accurate couplings between fluid and solid phase due to the node-
match of the involved meshes at the FS interface. Weak constraint enforcement techniques for
coupling the solution fields are thereby often superior over simpler strong impositions for high-
Reynolds-number flows, as discussed in, e.g., [53, 54]. Since the fluid mesh has to deform and
follow the structural body over time to maintain the interface conformity, solids are limited to
small motions and rotations, otherwise the fluid mesh will rapidly distort. Main difficulties arising
from this technique consists in providing high quality meshes with sufficient mesh resolution in
the vicinity of the interface as these small elements next to the moving interface are particularly
vulnerable. More advanced FSI problems, like those including contact of submersed solids, cannot
be supported by this technique.
T fh = T̂ fh
T sh = T̂ sh
Ωh = Ω
f
h ∪ Ωsh
Ωfh = Ω
f∗
h
Ωsh = Ω
s,∗
h
Figure 4: Approach 1: Computational meshes (left) and domain partition (right) for the FSI problem.
Approach 2 (UNFITTED-EULER: unfitted, non-moving fluid mesh technique)
An FS-interface-fitted structural mesh T sh for the solid overlaps with a non-FS-interface-fitted
background fluid mesh T fh , i.e.,
Ωsh = Ω
s∗
h , Ω
f
h ( Ωf∗h , Ω
s∗
h ∩ Ωf∗h 6= ∅, (10)
as visualized in Figure 5.
Such an unfitted mesh technique has been considered in, e.g., [35,41,42,55] and enables arbitrary
solid motions within and interactions with the surrounding fluid. In contrast to Approach 1, the
fluid mesh is assumed to be fixed over time and thus is not subjected to any distortion and it does
not necessarily need to account for mesh motion by an ALE technique. Furthermore, to simplify
meshing next to outer boundaries, fluid domain boundaries can be simply embedded in an unfitted
way, as done, e.g., in the works [28,56]. As a great benefit, this technique even allows for additional
interactions between several structural bodies in a surrounding fluid. Moreover, potential contact of
submersed structures, as addressed by algorithms developed in [38,57], can be supported in general,
even though the presentation of the according more sophisticated algorithms go much beyond the
scope of this work.
T fh ( T̂ fh
T sh = T̂ sh
Ωh = Ω
f
h ∪ Ωsh
Ωfh ( Ωf∗h
Ωsh = Ω
s∗
h
Figure 5: Approach 2: Computational meshes (left) and domain partition (right) for the FSI problem.
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Approach 3 (UNFITTED-ALE: unfitted, moving fluid mesh technique)
This approach provides a combination of the fitted, moving mesh Approach 1 and the unfitted
technique described as Approach 2. To allow the unfitted background fluid mesh to move might be
advantageous when several structural bodies interact with a fluid phase. In particular for a solid body
(Ωs1) that undergoes only small deformations, the fluid mesh can be constructed being interface-
fitted at Γs1f , whereas for another body (Ωs2), which might largely move, the fluid mesh needs to be
chosen unfitted at Γs2f , resulting in
Ωs1h = Ω
s1∗
h , Ω
s2
h = Ω
s2∗
h , Ω
f
h ( Ωf∗h , Ω
s1∗
h ∩ Ωf∗h = ∅, Ωs2∗h ∩ Ωf∗h 6= ∅, (11)
as visualized in Figure 6. Allowing for a more accurate node-matching, interface-fitted
approximation at Γs1f can make such a technique superior to applying a pure unfitted scheme
as proposed in Approach 2. This, however, is at the expense of providing a fitted fluid mesh at
Γs1f and to provide algorithms that allow to combine ALE moving mesh techniques with unfitted
approximations in the fluid field.
T fh ( T̂ fh
T s2h = T̂ s2h T s1h = T̂ s1h
Ωh = Ω
f
h ∪ Ωs1h ∪ Ωs2h
Ωfh ( Ωf∗h
Ωs2h = Ω
s2∗
h
Ωs1h = Ω
s1∗
h
Figure 6: Approach 3: Computational meshes (left) and domain partition (right) for the FSI problem.
Approach 4 (UNFITTED-EULER/EMBEDDED-UNFITTED-EULER: unfitted, non-moving fluid
mesh technique with unfitted, non-moving fluid patch)
As in the unfitted Approach 2 uniform regular background fluid meshes are preferred to fully
exploit the advantages of simplified mesh generation or to allow for moving domains. As described
previously for regular meshes, either the mesh resolution can get very poor in the interface region
when using coarse fluid meshes, or the computational costs can enormously increase when using
fine resolving meshes even in the far-field. However, if a priori information about the potential
movement of the structure is available, all capabilities of an unfitted fluid-structure coupling can be
conflated with that of an unfitted overlapping fluid domain decomposition technique, as depicted in
Figure 7. This still allows the structure to largely deform, unlike as for Approach 1, but is able to
gain efficiency by means of using differently resolved fluid meshes.
For such a purpose, in a first construction step, the fitted solid mesh T sh overlaps with a high
resolution background mesh T f2h . This is usually defined within a region of expected structural
motion. In a second step, this fluid mesh is embedded into a coarser far-field background fluid
mesh T f1h using unfitted overlapping mesh techniques. The domain and mesh configurations can be
summarized as
Ωf1h ( Ω
f1∗
h , Ω
f2
h ( Ω
f2∗
h , Ω
s
h = Ω
s∗
h , Ω
f1∗
h ∩ Ωf2∗h 6= ∅ Ωf2∗h ∩ Ωs∗h 6= ∅. (12)
Note that limitations newly introduced by incorporating a priori knowledge about the expected
structural motion can be overcome by enabling moving mesh techniques to allow the inner
embedded fluid patch to follow the structure in its motion, for instance in an approximate sense
via tracking the center of gravity.
Approach 5 (UNFITTED-EULER/EMBEDDED-FITTED-ALE or HYBRID EULERIAN-ALE:
unfitted, non-moving fluid mesh technique with fitted, deforming fluid patch)
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Figure 7: Approach 4: Computational meshes (left) and domain partition (right) for the FSI problem.
Based on the idea to allow the embedded fluid patch to move and follow the structure over time
introduced in Approach 4, a powerful FSI algorithm can be set up when (self-)contact of structural
bodies or topological changes of the fluid phase in the vicinity of the solid do not have to be
supported.
Instead of an unfitted overlapping mesh approach at the fluid-solid interface Γf2s, one can also
construct interface-fitted node-matching meshes T sh and T f2h . The latter one can be simply provided
by expanding the structural surface. This fine resolved fluid patch T f2h will then be embedded into the
background grid T f1h by means of an unfitted coupling. The setting from Approach 4 then changes
to
Ωf1h ( Ω
f1∗
h , Ω
f2
h = Ω
f2∗
h , Ω
s
h = Ω
s∗
h , Ω
f1∗
h ∩ Ωf2∗h 6= ∅ Ωf2∗h ∩ Ωs∗h = ∅, (13)
as visualized in Figure 8.
Applying a moving mesh framework to the embedded fluid patch, the solid-fitted fluid mesh T f2h
can follow the body in its movement. This enables to perfectly capture flow effects at the fluid-
structure interface independent of the fluid patch location within the background mesh T f1h .
This renders such approaches highly attractive, e.g., for interactions of solids with turbulent
incompressible flows, in which capturing boundary layer effects in the vicinity of solids is a crucial
task. For a detailed presentation including numerical examples of Approach 5 HYBRID EULERIAN-
ALE within a monolithic framework the reader is referred to [58].
T f1h ( T̂ f1h
T sh = T̂ sh
T f2h = T̂ f2h
Ωh = Ω
f1
h ∪ Ωf2h ∪ Ωsh
Γf1f2h
Ωf1h ( Ω
f1∗
h
Ωsh = Ω
s∗
h
Ωf2h = Ω
f2∗
h
Figure 8: Approach 5: Computational meshes (left) and domain partition (right) for the FSI problem.
This overview of a various number of novel approaches indicates a high flexibility when
incorporating non-interface-fitted meshes to the overall discretization concept for FSI. Depending
on the FSI problem configuration, the expected structural deformation, the need to account for
topological changes or to even support contact or detachment processes of solids, the proposed
Approaches 1–5 can exploit their capabilities in different situations. All unfitted approaches benefit
from the fact that meshes can be constructed independent of the respective subdomains. Suitable
inf-sup stable schemes for incompressible low- and high-Reynolds number flows have been recently
provided and will be recalled in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
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3. GENERAL PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION (FSI)
3.1. Review of Frames of References
Different kinematic descriptions are used in continuum mechanics when domains under
consideration are moving over time. Depending on the problem configuration and the chosen spatial
approximation technique, different frames of reference are used: the Lagrangean, the Eulerian and
the Arbitrary-Lagrangean-Eulerian formalism; see also the textbook [59] for an introduction.
The material domainRX is made up of material particlesX ∈ Rd which are under consideration
defined at starting time t = T0. Following these particles in their motion along time-dependent
paths x(X, t) for times t ∈ (T0, T ), the spatial domain Rx(t) is formed, expressed in terms
of a bijective mapping ϕ(X, t) : RX × (T0, T )→ Rx × (T0, T ) with ϕ(X, t) = (xX(X, t), t).
As an alternative observer of the region of interest, an independent referential domain Rχ(t)
with coordinates χ is introduced. This is arbitrary in general and allows the observer to
move independently of the material or spatial configurations. It is commonly defined being
coinciding with the material configuration and the spatial configuration at the initial time T0,
i.e. Rχ(T0) = Rx(T0) = RX . A second bijective mapping describes the motion of grid points
in the spatial configuration Φ(χ, t) : Rχ × (T0, T )→ Rx × (T0, T ) with Φ(χ, t) = (xχ(χ, t), t).
This mapping combined withϕ enables to define Ψ−1 := Φ−1 ◦ϕ relating material and referential
configuration as Ψ−1(X, t) : RX × (T0, T )→ Rχ × (T0, T ) with Ψ−1(X, t) = (χX(X, t), t).
The different reference configurationsX,x,χ including the mappings ϕ,Φ,Ψ−1 are visualized in
Figure 9.
Φ
Ψ−1
ϕ
X
χ
Rχ
RX
Rx
x
e1
e3
e2
Figure 9: Different reference configurations used for FSI: a material domain RX ⊂ Rd is mapped to a
spatial domainRx ⊂ Rd at time t, whereas a possibly moved referential configurationRχ ⊂ Rd is used for
an ALE description. Bijective mappings ϕ,Φ,Ψ−1 allow to transform between the different descriptions.
3.2. Governing Equations for the FSI Problem
3.2.1. Structural Field Solid mechanics is in our case described by the non-linear elastodynamics
equations stated in a Lagrangean formalism, in which the observer follows a material particle X
in its motion from reference configuration Ωs0 = Ω
s(T0) to current configuration Ωs(t). This can
be mathematically expressed by means of the mapping ϕ introduced in Section 3.1, as will be
briefly reviewed in the following. It should be pointed out that the approaches proposed in this
paper obviously also work for inelastic behavior of the solid, but for the sake of simplicity of the
presentation we only describe the nonlinear elastic case.
For all X ∈ Ωs(T0), kinematics can be formulated in terms of the unknown displacement
field d(X, t) := xX(X, t)−X between current and initial particle position defined in material
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description and its first- and second-order time derivatives, the velocity and acceleration fields
u = d˙(X, t) and a = d¨(X, t). The gradient tensor of the spatial part of the invertible mapping
ϕ, i.e. xX , is referred to as deformation gradient tensor
F (X, t) := ∂xX(X,t)∂X = (I +
∂d
∂X )(X, t). (14)
A suitable strain-measure for solids subjected to large deformations, but moderate stretching or
compressing, expressed in material coordinates is provided by the Green-Lagrange strain tensor
E := 12 (F
T · F − I). (15)
The corresponding second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor is defined as S = JX 7→xF−1 · σx · F−T ,
where σx denotes the Cauchy stresses in spatial coordinates. For the sake of simplicity, only
homogeneous structural bodies that exhibit hyper-elastic material behavior are considered; for a
more comprehensive overview, see, e.g., the textbook [60]. Assuming the existence of a so-called
strain-energy function Ψ˜, the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor can be deduced asS = 2 ∂Ψ˜
∂(FTF )
.
In this paper, we exclusively consider the nonlinear Neo-Hookean (NH) material with strain-
energy function
Ψ˜NH(F
TF ) := µ
s
2 (tr (F
TF )− 3)− µs ln(JX 7→x) + λs2 (ln(JX 7→x))2 (16)
with JX 7→x = (det(F TF ))1/2. The involved Lame´ parameters λs and µs can be expressed in terms
of Young’s modulus Es > 0 and Poisson’s ratio νs ∈ (−1, 0.5) as
λs = Esνs((1 + νs)(1− 2νs))−1 and µs = Es(2(1 + νs))−1. (17)
The resulting strong form of the non-linear elastodynamics PDEs can be summarized as: Find
solid displacements d : Ωs0 × (T0, T ]→ Rd defined in the reference configuration such that
ρs
d2d
dt2
−∇ · (F · S)(d) = ρsf s ∀ (X, t) ∈ Ωs0 × (T0, T ], (18)
d = gsD ∀(X, t) ∈ ΓsD,0 × (T0, T ], (19)
(F · S) ·N = hsN ∀(X, t) ∈ ΓsN,0 × (T0, T ], (20)
d(T0) = d0 ∀X ∈ Ωs0, (21)
dd
dt (T0) = d˙0 ∀X ∈ Ωs0, (22)
where ρs = ρsXJX 7→x denotes the structural material density in the initial referential configuration,
and ∇ · (·) = ∇X · (·) is the divergence operator with respect to material referential coordinates.
Appropriate Dirichlet and Neumann boundary data, given by gsD,h
s
N, and initial values for structural
displacements and velocities, defined as d0, d˙0, complement the second order initial boundary value
problem. More detailed explanations can be found, e.g., in the textbooks [61, 62].
3.2.2. Fluid Field As common in fluid mechanics, the description of the flow kinematics are
expressed in spatial coordinates x ∈ Ω(t), but are here given in a form that allows for a potential
temporally moving observed domain.
Principles of conservation of mass and momentum in low Mach number flows, based on the
assumption of non-varying fluid density in space and time (ρf(x, t) = const), render in the transient
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The resulting single phase initial boundary value problem
can be written in Arbitrary-Lagrangean-Eulerian formulation as:
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Find flow velocity u : Ωf(t)× t→ Rd and dynamic pressure p : Ωf(t)× t→ R such that
ρf
∂uχ
∂t ◦Φ−1 + ρf(c · ∇)u+∇p− 2µf∇ · (u) = ρff f ∀ (x, t) ∈ Ωf(t)× (T0, T ], (23)
∇ · u = 0 ∀ (x, t) ∈ Ωf(t)× (T0, T ], (24)
u = gfD ∀(x, t) ∈ ΓfD × (T0, T ], (25)
σ · n = hfN ∀(x, t) ∈ ΓfN × (T0, T ], (26)
u(x, 0) = u0(x) ∀x ∈ Ωf(T0), (27)
where f f denotes an external body force load and ((c · ∇)u)i :=
∑
j cj · ∂ui∂xj the ALE convective
velocity with c := u− uˆ, where uˆ := ∂txχ ◦Φ−1 is the velocity of the referential system. The
mapping therein tracks the deformation of the observed fluid domain (Ωf(t), t) = Φ(Ωf(T0), t) from
its initial configuration. Further, (u) := 1/2
(∇u+ (∇u)T ) denotes the symmetric strain rate
tensor, which is linearly related to the viscous part of the Cauchy stressesσ(u, p) = −pI + 2µf(u)
by the dynamic viscosity µf > 0; the latter one can be expressed in terms of a kinematic viscosity νf
as µf = νfρf . Appropriate Dirichlet and Neumann boundary data are specified at all times t by
functions gfD,h
f
N. The initial condition for the flow field is specified as u0(x) in Ω
f(T0) which
needs being conform with the problem definition.
3.2.3. ALE Mesh Motion Considering a moving mesh ALE formalism for the fluid field, the change
of the fluid domain Ωf(T0) 7→ Ωf(t) over time can be tracked in terms of the mapping Φ(χ, t).
Similar to the Lagrangean formalism for structures, introducing a displacement field df(χ, t) :=
xχ(χ, t)− χ for the computational grid motion, the ALE time derivative ∂txχ can be simply
expressed in terms of the fluid domain displacements resulting in uˆ = ∂txχ = ∂t(df(χ, t) + χ) =
∂td
f(χ, t) for the fluid grid velocity.
Note, for interface-fitted FSI approximations, the fluid domain displacement field is constraint
being matching to the solid displacement field, such that
df ◦Φ−1(x, t) = ds ◦ϕ−1(x, t) ∀ (x, t) ∈ (Γfs(t), t) (28)
and potential further essential constraints at Γf . Thereby, df can be extended arbitrarily into the
interior of the domain Ωf(T0). In practice, the mesh quality needs to be preserved properly; see [7,9]
for an overview of possible mesh update techniques. For all computations shown in the present work,
a pseudo-structure mesh update algorithm as described, e.g. in [9] has been used for adapting the
fluid grid. For an interesting extension of this approach towards improved robustness and efficiency,
see [63].
3.2.4. Fluid-Structure Interface Macroscopic considerations of fluid-structure interaction are based
on conservation laws for mass and momentum. For viscous fluids, i.e. µf > 0, kinematic and
dynamic interface constraints emerge as
[[u]] = uf − dd
s
dt
◦ϕ−1t = gfsΓ := 0 ∀x ∈ Γfs(t), (29)
[[σ]] · nfs = (σx(uf , pf)− σx(ds ◦ϕ−1t )) · nfs = hfsΓ := 0 ∀x ∈ Γfs(t), (30)
where σx(uf , pf), σx(ds ◦ϕ−1t ) denote the Cauchy stresses defined on fluid and structural side of
the interface. Note that in the limit case of µf → 0, the constraint (29) on the tangential component
needs to be relaxed and only mass conservation in interface normal direction need to be ensured,
i.e. [[u]] · nfs = 0. This aspect can be smoothly accounted for via a Nitsche-type weak enforcement
discussed in Remark 9. More complex physical models that take roughness of the structural surface
into consideration render usually in generalized Robin-type coupling constraints. As such conditions
require special numerical treatment to guarantee stability and optimality in a discrete fashion, as
proposed, e.g., in the works by [64, 65], such models are not treated within the scope of this work.
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3.3. Variational Formulation of the FSI Problem
The coupled system between an incompressible fluid and a compressible or incompressible structure
can be composed of two initial boundary value problems: a first one for the structural phase in Ωs,
see Section 3.2.1, and a second one for the fluid phase in Ωf , see Section 3.2.2, complemented with
outer Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions at their boundaries, respectively. Both phases are
glued together by interfacial coupling constraints (29)–(30).
3.3.1. Structural Field For the solid weak formulation the space of admissible displacements
DgD := [H1ΓD,gD(Ωs0)]d ⊂ [H1(Ωs0)]d satisfies the Dirichlet boundary condition (19), the space of
admissible test functionsD0 exhibits zero trace on ΓsD. Furthermore,D denotes the admissible space
for structural velocities.
The weak formulation of the non-linear structural problem (18)-(22) reads: for any t ∈ (T0, T ],
find solid displacements d(t) ∈ DgD and velocities d˙(t) = dd/dt ∈ D such that for all w ∈ D0
(ρs dd˙dt ,w)Ωs0 + a
s(d,w) = ls(w) (31)
with the following operators
as(d,w) := ((F · S)(d),∇w)Ωs0 , (32)
ls(w) := (ρsf s,w)Ωs0 + 〈hsN,w〉ΓsN,0 , (33)
where the elastic form as is linear in the variable w, however, in general non-linear in the
displacement field d.
3.3.2. Fluid Field While the functional space for the admissible fluid velocities is VgD :=
[H1ΓD,gD(Ω(t))]
d ⊂ [H1(Ω(t))]d and satisfies the Dirichlet boundary condition (25), the related
space of admissible test functions V0 exhibits zero trace on ΓfD. The trial and test function spaces
for the pressure are given by Q = L2(Ω(t)) provided that ΓfN = ∅. The non-linear variational
formulation for incompressible flow then reads as follows: for all t ∈ (T0, T ], find fluid velocity
and pressure U(t) = (u(t), p(t)) ∈ VgD ×Q such that
A(U, V ) = L(V ) ∀V = (v, q) ∈ V0 ×Q, (34)
where
A(U, V ) := (ρf ∂uχ∂t ◦Φ−1,v)Ωf(t) + nf(u− uˆ;u,v) + af(u,v) + bf(p,v)− bf(q,u), (35)
L(V ) := lf(v) (36)
with the following trilinear, bilinear and linear forms n, a, b and l introduced in order to shorten the
presentation
nf(c;u,v) := (ρf(c · ∇)u,v)Ωf(t), (37)
af(u,v) := (2µf(u), (v))Ωf(t), (38)
bf(p,v) := −(p,∇ · v)Ωf(t), (39)
lf(v) := (ρff f ,v)Ωf(t) + 〈hfN,v〉ΓfN(t). (40)
Therein, uˆ denotes the grid velocity for an ALE frame, as introduced in Sections 3.2.2–3.2.3.
3.3.3. Coupled Variational Fluid-Structure Problem Consider the functional spaces for fluid and
solid as given for the single phase problems to VgD ×Q,V0 ×Q for the fluid and to DgD ×D,D0 for the solid, the coupled non-linear variational formulation then reads as follows: for
all t ∈ (T0, T ], find fluid velocities and pressures as well as solid displacements and velocities
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(u(t), p(t),d(t), d˙(t)) ∈ (VgD ×Q)⊕ (DgD ×D) such that
(ρf
∂uχ
∂t ◦Φ−1,v)Ωf(t) + nf(u− uˆ;u,v) + af(u,v) + bf(p,v)− bf(q,u)
+ (ρs(dddt − d˙), z)Ωs0 + (ρs dd˙dt ,w)Ωs0 + as(d,w) = lf(v) + ls(w),
[[u]]
∣∣
Γfs(t)
= 0 with uf = u and us = d˙ ◦ϕ−1t ,
(41)
for all (v, q,w) ∈ (V0 ×Q)⊕D0, with fluid operators cf , af , bf , lf as defined in equations (37)–
(40) and structural operators as, ls as defined in (32) and (33).
Note that after integration by parts on the two bulk phases, the traction coupling constraint
hfsΓ = 0 has been directly incorporated into the variational formulation as a natural constraint.
Multiplying (18) and (23) with functions vi (where for the solid phase vs = w) and integrating
all stress-related bulk terms by parts yields at ∂Ωi∑
16i6Ndom
(−〈σix · ni,vi〉∂Ωi) (42)
=
∑
16i6Ndom
(
−〈hiN,vi〉ΓiN −
∑
j>i
∫
Γij
hijΓ · 〈v〉+ ({σx} · nij) · [[v]] dΓ
)
, (43)
where relation (4) allows to incorporate the flux coupling condition [[σ(u, p)]] · nij = hijΓ = 0 as a
natural constraint. The last term vanishes due to [[v]]|Γij = 0, provided the coupling [[u]] = gijΓ is
incorporated in the continuous function space VgD ⊕D.
Remark 3
For discrete composed approximation spaces the last term in (43) does not vanish anymore and
remains as a standard consistency term. Nitsche-type enforcement strategies of essential coupling
constraints on discrete subspaces that do not inherently guarantee continuity as claimed in (29)
across Γfs will be discussed in Section 4.4. Therein, also the importance of the choice of average
weights wi, wj incorporated in the definition of {·} , 〈·〉 will be elucidated.
Remark 4
Note that similar to the fluid-structure coupling, also the fluid domain Ωf(t) can be split artificially
for domain decomposition discretization purposes, as required by Approach 4. Operators cfi , afi , bfi
and respective time derivatives are then evaluated in partitions Ωfi(t) of the fluid subdomain
Ωf(t) with potential different ALE or Eulerian descriptions of the time derivatives (ρf∂tuiχi ◦
(Φi)−1,vi)Ωfi (t). Coupling constraints can be incorporated by analogy to (43), see further details
in Section 4.3.
4. FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATIONS - DIFFERENT SPATIAL DISCRETIZATIONS
Within this section, the different spatial discretization techniques used for Approaches 1–4 will
be first introduced for the single fields and afterwards complemented by Nitsche-type coupling
techniques at (artificial) interfaces between the different subdomains.
4.1. Classical Fitted FEM for Structures
For the space semi-discretization of the structural weak formulation (31), let {T sh }h be a
family of boundary-fitted quasi-uniform meshes with mesh size parameter h > 0. Each mesh T sh
approximates Ωs0 ≈ Ωs0,h = ∪T∈T shT and consists of possibly curvilinear finite elements T ∈ T sh
with isoparametric mappings ST (t) : Tˆ 7→ T to the element parameter space. Solid displacements d
and velocities d˙ are approximated with standard continuous isoparametric finite element spaces
X0,h =
{
xh ∈ C0(Ωs0,h) : xh|T = vTˆ ◦ S−1T (t) with vTˆ ∈ Vk(Tˆ ) ∀T ∈ T sh
}
(44)
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such that DgD,h := [X0,h]d ∩ DgD , Dh := [X0,h]d ∩ D and D0,h := [X0,h]d ∩ D0 are the discrete
displacement and velocity approximation and test function spaces which take into account the
respective trace values.
The space semi-discrete approximation of (31) reads: for any t ∈ (T0, T ], find solid displacements
dh(t) ∈ DgD,h and velocities d˙h(t) ∈ Dh, i.e. Dh = (dh, d˙h), such that
Ash(Dh,Wh) = Lsh(Wh) ∀Wh = wh ∈ D0,h, (45)
where
Ash(Dh,Wh) := (ρs dd˙hdt ,wh)Ωs0,h + ash(dh,wh), (46)
Lsh(Wh) := lsh(wh) (47)
with ash = a
s and lsh = l
s as defined in (32) and (33). All domain and boundary integrals are then
defined on the discrete counterparts Ωs0,h,Γ
s
N,0,h, respectively.
4.2. Stabilized Fitted and Unfitted FEMs for Fluids
In the sequel, finite element approximations for boundary-fitted and non-boundary-fitted flow
approximations are recalled and particular focus is put on stabilization mechanisms in the interior
of the fluid domain and the boundary zone of unfitted meshes.
A spatial semi-discrete cut finite element formulation of (34), which utilizes a stabilizing residual-
based variational multiscale (RBVM) concept in the interior of the domain, i.e. SUPG/PSPG/LSIC
terms (see, e.g., in [66,67]), and ghost penalty (GP) terms in the boundary zone, is based on previous
works [31, 44, 56] and reads:
Definition 1 (Semi-discrete formulation of the RBVM/GP-CUTFEM)
For all t ∈ (T0, T ], find fluid velocity and pressure Uh(t) = (uh(t), ph(t)) ∈ VgD,h ×Qh such that
for all Vh = (vh, qh) ∈ V0,h ×Qh
Af,RBVM/GPh (Uh, Vh) = Lf,RBVM/GPh (Uh, Vh), (48)
where
Af,RBVM/GPh (Uh, Vh) := (ρf ∂uχ,h∂t ◦Φ−1,vh) + (Bh + GGPh )(uh − uˆh; (uh, ph), (vh, qh)),
+
∑
T∈Th
(
ρf
∂uχ,h
∂t ◦Φ−1 + rM(uh − uˆh;uh, ph), τM((ρf(uh − uˆh) · ∇)vh +∇qh)
)
T∩Ωfh
+
∑
T∈Th
(
rC(uh), τC∇ · vh
)
T∩Ωfh
, (49)
Lf,RBVM/GPh (Uh, Vh) := Lh(vh) +
∑
T∈Th
(
ρff f , τM((ρ
f(uh − uˆh) · ∇vh) +∇qh)
)
T∩Ωfh
(50)
where
Bh(ch; (uh, ph), (vh, qh)) = (nh + ah)(ch;uh,vh) + bh(ph,vh)− bh(qh,uh), (51)
GGPh (ch; (uh, ph), (vh, qh)) = (gc + gu + gp)(ch; (uh, ph), (vh, qh)), (52)
Lh(vh) = lh(vh). (53)
Terms according to the standard Galerkin formulation (nh, ah, bh, lh) are as defined in (37)–
(40), evaluated on the discrete counterparts Ωfh,Γ
f
N,h. Furthermore, the residual terms are defined
as rM(ch;uh, ph) = ρf(ch · ∇)uh +∇ph − 2µf∇ · (uh) and rC(uh) = ∇ · uh. Appropriate
piecewise constant stabilization scaling functions are given as
τM,T (ch) = (
(
2ρf
∆t
)2
+ (ρfch) ·G(ρfch) + CIµf 2G : G)− 12 , τC,T = (τM,Ttr (G))−1, (54)
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as defined in [68, 69] with the second rank metric tensor Gkl(x) =
∑d
i=1(∂ξi/∂xk
∣∣
x
)(∂ξi/∂xl
∣∣
x
)
and CI set to 36.0 for linearly and to 60.0 for quadratically interpolated hexahedral finite elements.
For further details on the RBVM technique, the interested reader is referred to [69, 70], and for a
general overview on different stabilization techniques for incompressible flow to, e.g., [71, 72].
Defining c∞,F := ‖ch‖0,∞,F , interface zone face-jump ghost-penalty terms are given by
gc(ch;uh,vh) = γc
∑
F∈FΓ
∑
16j6k
ρf(νf + φc,F c
2
∞,F + σh
2
F )h
2j−1
F 〈[[∂jnuh]], [[∂jnvh]]〉F ,
(55)
gu(ch;uh,vh) = γu
∑
F∈FΓ
∑
06j6k−1 φu,F ρ
fh2j+1F 〈[[∇ · ∂jnuh]], [[∇ · ∂jnvh]]〉F , (56)
gp(ch; ph, qh) = γp
∑
F∈FΓ
∑
16j6k
φp,F (ρ
f)−1h2j−1F 〈[[∂jnph]], [[∂jnqh]]〉F . (57)
Moreover, uh has to fulfill the initial condition uh(T0) = u0 in Ωh(T0). Note, to shorten the
presentation of the stabilized formulation the time variable in Uh(t) = (uh(t), ph(t)) has been
omitted. The scaling σ denotes a (pseudo-)reaction which results from temporal discretization
as σ = 1/(θ∆t) for the one-step-θ scheme. Stabilization parameters for the GP terms are taken
from [28, 56] and the incorporated scaling functions are
φT (ch) = ν
f + cu(‖ch‖0,∞,ThT ) + cσ(σh2T ), φc,T = φp,T = h2Tφ−1T , φu,T = φT . (58)
Further, [[·]] denotes the jump of quantities across interior facets F and ∂jn denotes the normal
derivative of order j. The subscript (·)F in stabilization scalings indicates to take the mean over
quantities from both adjacent elements T .
Remark 5 (Notes on fitted approximations)
Note that the classical RBVM stabilized method with GGPh ≡ 0 in (49) is sufficient to control
incompressible flow on boundary-fitted approximations.
Remark 6 (Notes on unfitted mesh approximations)
Note that for consistency reasons the RBVM terms in (48) are evaluated just on the physical mesh
part, i.e. in T ∩ Ωfh.
Remark 7 (Ghost penalty stabilization for unfitted approximations)
It is well-known that a major challenge in translating a fitted finite element formulation into its cut
finite element version is to maintain the stability and approximation properties of the underlying
scheme irrespective of how the boundary of the subdomain cuts the background mesh. To overcome
issues with regards to system conditioning, stability and optimality independent of the mesh
intersection, so-called ghost-penalties [73–76] consisting of weakly consistent jump penalties of
order k are applied; see the works by Massing et al. [56] and Schott and Wall [28] for more detailed
mathematical explanations on the numerical analysis and studies on the proposed ghost-penalty
terms comprised in GGPh (52). Applications successfully utilizing this technique can be found, e.g.,
in [31, 44].
Remark 8 (Other types of fluid stabilizations)
The standard Galerkin discrete formulation would suffer from different instabilities in the interior
of the approximative meshes. First, schemes with equal-order interpolation spacesWh = Vh ×Qh
do not satisfy an inf-sup condition in the sense of Babuska–Brezzi. Second, spurious oscillations in
the numerical solution can arise yielding sub-optimal error estimates at high Reynolds numbers. As
an alternative to the chosen RBVM stabilization concept, also other types of fluid stabilizations
(see [71] for an overview) might show advantages in the context of CUTFEM, see discussion
in [31, 44].
For a recent analysis of a CutFEM for flow problems based on the continuous interior penalty
CIP method, the interested reader is referred to [56]. The CIP/GP-CUTFEM formulation reads
Af,CIP/GPh (Uh, Vh) = Lf,CIP/GPh (Uh, Vh) ∀Vh = (vh, qh) ∈ V0,h ×Qh, (59)
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where
Af,CIP/GPh (Uh, Vh) := (ρf ∂uχ,h∂t ◦Φ−1,vh) + (Bh + SCIPh + GGPh )(uh − uˆh; (uh, ph), (vh, qh)),
Lf,CIP/GPh (Uh, Vh) := Lh(vh) (60)
and SCIPh a weakly consistent CIP stabilization operator from, e.g., [56, 77].
Remark 9 (Weak constraint enforcement of boundary conditions using Nitsche’s method)
Note that weak Dirichlet constraint enforcement techniques are often superior over strong
enforcements in terms of automated relaxation of constraints for the benefit of reduced errors
in the vicinity of under-resolved boundary layers. Such schemes are of particular importance for
unfitted mesh approximations, where grid nodes do not match the domain boundary. Even though
not presented and utilized in the present work, additional Nitsche terms can be consistently build
in the fluid formulation to incorporate the boundary constraint u = gfD weakly. For details on this
technique, the reader is referred to, e.g., [53, 56, 77].
4.3. Nitsche-type Fluid Domain Decomposition
Approach 4 makes use of an artificial decomposition of the fluid domain into disjoint subregions
Ωfh :=
⋃
16i6l Ω
fi
h , which are then approximated with either boundary-fitted or non-interface-fitted
finite element approximationW fih such thatW fh := ⊕li=1W fih , see also Remark 4. In the following,
a spatial semi-discrete formulation for l fluid subdomains is recalled. The method utilizes subregion
approximations as proposed in Definition 1. The respective approximations may exhibit possibly
different element types, shapes, characteristic mesh sizes and polynomial orders. The subregions
are finally coupled via a Nitsche-type method proposed in [44].
Definition 2 (Semi-discrete Nitsche-type CUTFEM for coupled flows)
Let W fgD,h := ⊕li=1W
fi
gD,h
be the composed discrete approximation space for velocity
and pressure associated with the different fluid subregions in possibly time-dependent
subdomains Ωih andW figD,h := VigD,h ×Qih, then a Nitsche-type stabilized formulation for coupling
incompressible flows reads as follows: for all t ∈ (T0, T ], find fluid velocity and pressure
Uh(t) = (uh(t), ph(t)) ∈ W fgD,h with
A˜fh(Uh, Vh) = L˜fh(Uh, Vh) ∀Vh = (vh, qh) ∈ W f0,h, (61)
where
A˜fh(Uh, Vh) :=
∑
16i6Ndom
(
Ai,RBVM/GPh (Uh, Vh) +
∑
j>i
Cijh (uh; (uh, ph), (vh, qh))
)
, (62)
L˜fh(Uh, Vh) :=
∑
16i6Ndom
(
Li,RBVM/GPh (Uh, Vh)
)
, (63)
consisting of stabilized single-phase formulationsAi,RBVM/GPh − Li,RBVM/GPh for each subregion.
The superscript (·)i indicates that included quantities like domains, interfaces, integrals, element-
and face-sets and functions (vih, q
i
h) ∈ Wih belong to the respective approximation space.
Conserving mass and momentum at the artificial interfaces Γij requires to weakly enforce
[[u]] = ui − uj = 0 ∀x ∈ Γij(t), (64)
[[σ(u, p)]] · nij = (σ(ui, pi)− σ(uj , pj)) · nij = 0 ∀x ∈ Γij(t) (65)
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by incorporating consistent Nitsche-type coupling terms Cijh with
Cijh (uh; (uh, ph), (vh, qh)) = −〈
{
2µf(uh)
}
nij , [[vh]]〉Γij + 〈{ph} , [[vh]] · nij〉Γij (66)
∓ 〈[[uh]],
{
2µf(vh)
}
nij〉Γij − 〈[[uh]] · nij , {qh}〉Γij (67)
+ 〈γ({ϕ} /2)[[uh]], [[vh]]〉Γij (68)
+ 〈γ({ρfφ/h} /2)[[uh]] · nij , [[vh]] · nij〉Γij (69)
+ 〈({ρfuh}m · nij)[[uh]], {vh}m〉Γij (70)
+ 〈1/2|({ρfuh}m · nij)|[[uh]], [[vh]]〉Γij . (71)
Since the coupling constraints (64)–(65) are homogeneous, no right-hand-side contributions are
present.
Remark 10 (Nitsche-type interface coupling)
Detailed explanations of Nitsche’s formulation can be found in [31] and [44]. Note that the sign
choice (∓) allows to switch between adjoint-consistent (−) and adjoint-inconsistent (+) viscous
parts – different variants which come along with substantial changes of the stability properties and
restrictions on the choice of γ and potential differences in theL2 error estimates for the velocity. The
adjoint-inconsistent variant is used for all simulations provided in this work. The scaling φ occurring
in the latter term is the stabilization scaling from (58) and accounts for the different flow regimes,
see also [56]. All terms together enable to cope with instabilities arising from the convective terms,
to control mass transport across interfaces and to deal with issues due to the discontinuity of the
convective velocity uh.
Remark 11 (The role of flux averaging)
For details on the importance of properly chosen average weights occurring in the weighted average
operators {·} , 〈·〉, the interested reader is referred to [44]. Following the latter publication, in this
work, we define the average weights as wf2 = 1− wf1 := 1, resulting in a flux weighting with
respect to the uncut fluid mesh T f2h at Γf1f2 . This choice is advantageous from a stability point
of view, see elaborations in [44]. Moreover, the scaling ϕ is defined as ϕk := µf(fk)2, where fk is
obtained from a weakened trace inequality
‖∇vh · n‖0,Γij∩Tk . ‖∇vh · n‖0,∂Tk 6 fk‖∇vh‖0,Tk (72)
which scales as (fk)2 ≈ 1/hk for all interfacial elements T k ∈ T kh with subdomain index k ∈
{i, j}, however accounts for element distortion, polynomial degree and element type, see [44, 78].
Further, {·}m in (71) denotes the mean average with wi = wj = 1/2.
Remark 12 (Eulerian and ALE fluid mesh approximations)
To enable the different Approaches 1–4, it is possible/required to use ALE and Eulerian techniques
for the single fluid meshes which allows them to displace or remain fixed over time, respectively.
As an extension to [44], to allow respective meshes to move, they get equipped with an ALE-
field with according changes in the nonlinear convective term, see Sections 3.2.2–3.2.3. All meshes
are allowed to move independently as long as an overlap is ensured. Due to potential mesh
motion, intersection related quantities and the cut-cell integration need to be updated accordingly.
Algorithmic details and temporal discretization steps which address issues arising from changing
function spaces will be provided in Section 5.2.
4.4. Nitsche-type Coupling for Fluids and Structures
Depending on the FSI approach introduced in Section 2.5, for the fluid function space, either single-
mesh approximations (see Section 4.2) or composite techniques (see Section 4.3) can be applied,
comprised in an associated function space W fgD,h := VgD,h ×Qh. Structural governing equations
are formulated in a Lagrangean description and related approximation spaces for displacement and
velocity WsgD,h := DgD,h ×Dh as well as test spaces Ws0,h := D0,h are based on interface-fitted
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triangulations T sh , as described in Section 4.1. Note, Dirichlet boundary conditions are assumed
being imposed strongly via the function space. Due to the potential unfittedness of the meshes at
the fluid-solid interface Γfs, i.e. when T fh ⊂ T̂ fh with Ωfh ( Ωf∗h , coupling constraints are enforced
weakly. The spatial semi-discrete formulation for the coupled fluid-structure system (41) follows
the coupling of fluid subdomains by analogy, as provided in Section 4.3.
We first present the coupling between one solid and one fluid mesh (as used for Approaches 1–3),
and afterwards extend the formulation to take fluid domain decomposition into account (as used for
Approach 4).
Nitsche-type fluid-structure coupling with one fluid mesh.
Definition 3 (Semi-discrete Nitsche-type formulation for fluid-structure interaction)
LetWgD,h :=W fgD,h ⊕WsgD,h be the admissible space for discrete FSI solutions, then a Nitsche-
type stabilized formulation for the FSI problem setting reads as follows: for all t ∈ (T0, T ], find fluid
velocity and pressure Uh(t) = (uh(t), ph(t)) ∈ W fgD,h as well as solid displacement and velocity
Dh(t) = (dh(t), d˙h(t)) ∈ WsgD,h such that ∀ (Vh,Wh) = (vh, qh,wh) ∈ W f0,h ⊕Ws0,h
Af,RBVM/GPh (Uh, Vh) +Ash(Dh,Wh) + Cfsh ((Uh, Dh), (Vh,Wh))
= Lf,RBVM/GPh (Uh, Vh) + Lsh(Wh), (73)
where the coupled formulation includes the stabilized single-mesh fluid formulation
Af,RBVM/GPh − Lf,RBVM/GPh . The incorporated form Ash − Lsh denotes the structural discrete
formulation proposed in (45) evaluated in the structural subdomain.
Nitsche-type fluid-solid coupling terms at Γfs are comprised in the operator Cfsh , similar to the
couplings (66)–(71) between two fluid subdomains,
Cfsh ((Uh, Dh), (Vh,Wh)) = −〈2µf(uh)nfs, [[vh]]〉Γfs + 〈ph, [[vh]] · nfs〉Γfs (74)
∓ 〈[[uh]], 2µf(vh)nfs〉Γfs − 〈[[uh]] · nfs, qh〉Γfs (75)
+ 〈γ(µ/h)[[uh]], [[vh]]〉Γfs + 〈γ(ρfφ/h)[[uh]] · nfs, [[vh]] · nfs〉Γfs (76)
with [[uh]] = ufh − ush = uh − d˙h ◦ϕ−1t and [[vh]] = vfh − vsh = vh −wh ◦ϕ−1t . It needs to be
pointed out that for the homogeneous constraints gfsΓ = 0 and h
fs
Γ = 0, all related right-hand-side
terms vanish.
Remark 13 (Fluid-sided average weighting)
In contrast to the proposed Nitsche coupling between two fluids (66)–(71), at fluid-solid interfaces
the average weights are chosen as wf = 1− ws = 1, which renders in a fluid-sided flux weighting
strategy. This choice simplifies ensuring stability for couplings with non-linear elastic structural
materials. Since throughout this work fluids are assumed being less viscous/stiff than solids, these
weights conform to the optimality of harmonic weights when high contrast in material properties
are present, see discussion in, e.g., [79]. As a result of this choice, material parameters occurring in
stabilization scalings of (76) belong to the fluid phase only.
Remark 14
Note that for unfitted mesh couplings, ghost penalties (52) are required also for facets located next
to fluid elements T ∈ T fΓfs that are crossed by Γfs, see definition (6).
Extension of Nitsche-type fluid-structure coupling to a composite of fluid meshes. Let
the space of admissible discrete solutions be denoted with WgD,h := (⊕li=1W figD,h)⊕WsgD,h,
consisting of l = Ndom − 1 fluid subdomain spaces and, without loss of generality, one structural
function space. The subspaces are as defined in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. The Nitsche-type coupled
stabilized formulation for this multidomain FSI problem setting reads as follows: for all t ∈ (T0, T ],
find fluid velocity and pressure approximations Uh(t) = (uh(t), ph(t)) ∈ (⊕li=1W figD,h), where
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Uh(t)|Ωi = U ih(t) ∈ W figD,h, and solid displacement and velocity Dh(t) = (dh(t), d˙h(t)) ∈ WsgD,h
such that for all (Vh,Wh) ∈ (⊕li=1W fi0,h)⊕Ws0,h
A˜FSIh ((Uh, Dh), (Vh,Wh)) = L˜FSIh (Uh, (Vh,Wh)), (77)
where
A˜FSIh ((Uh, Dh), (Vh,Wh)) :=∑
16i6l
(
Ai,RBVM/GPh (Uh, Vh) +
∑
l>j>i
Cijh (Uh, Vh) + Cish ((Uh, Dh), (Vh,Wh))
)
+Ash(Dh,Wh),
(78)
L˜FSIh (Uh, Vh) :=
∑
16i6l
(
Li,RBVM/GPh (Uh, (Vh,Wh)) +
∑
l>j>i
Lijh (Uh, Vh)
)
+ Lsh(Wh) (79)
with operators Ai,RBVM/GPh − Li,RBVM/GPh for the single fluid phases, see Section 4.2, respective
fluid-fluid Nitsche-type couplings Cijh from (66) and the structural variational form Ash − Lsh (45).
The latter is coupled to the fluid phases with Nitsche-type couplings Cish (74)–(76).
Remark 15
Note that for unfitted fluid domain decomposition, ghost penalties (52) have to be applied for facets
located next to fluid elements T ∈ T f1Γ12 that are crossed by Γ12, see definition (6). More detailed
elaborations on their need depending on the Nitsche weighting strategy can be found in [44].
5. MONOLITHIC SOLUTION STRATEGIES FOR TIME-DISCRETE COUPLED FSI
SYSTEMS
This section aims at formulating a fully discrete finite-dimensional system of non-linear equations
for the Nitsche-coupled FSI systems (73) and (77) which is to be solved for all discrete time levels.
Note that, if unmistakable, in the following we omit superscripts (·)f , (·)s specifying fluid and solid
subdomain quantities to shorten the presentation.
5.1. Time Stepping for Nitsche-Coupled Fluid-Structure Systems
Let the time domain (T0, T ] be partitioned into N equal-sized time step intervals Jn = (tn−1, tn]
of size ∆t with discrete time levels tn = T0 + n∆t and tN = T . For the temporal
discretization of the coupled system, different single-field time-stepping schemes can be utilized.
Subsequently, a discrete coupled formulation is exemplarily provided for the combination of a
Generalized-α method for the structural elastodynamics equations Ash − Lsh and a one-step-θ
scheme for the stabilized fluid formulation Af,RBVM/GPh − Lf,RBVM/GPh . Neglecting the Nitsche
couplings Cfsh in (73) for a moment, the temporally discretized non-linear decoupled systems for
fluids and solids,Rf(Un,P n) andRs(Dn), can be written as
Rf(Un,P n) = M f,n(Un,P n) + σ−1F f,n(Un,P n)−H f,n−1(U˜n−1, A˜n−1), (80)
Rs(Dn) = M s
1− αm
β∆t2
Dn + (1− αf )(F s,nint (Dn)− F s,next )
−Hs,n−1(Dn−1,Un−1,An−1). (81)
Following [80] and [81], the fluid residual Rf (80) contains the matrix M f,n resulting from the
time derivative term (ρfunh,Υ(vh, qh)) with Υ depending on the type of fluid stabilization. For the
RBVM/GP-CUTFEM this function is given by Υ(vh, qh) = vh + τM(ρf((uh − uˆχ,h) · ∇)vh +
∇qh) and Υ(vh, qh) = vh for the CIP/GP-CUTFEM formulation. The function F f,n comprises all
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operators to be evaluated at time level tn, i.e., all standard Galerkin terms, stabilization operators,
external loads and Nitsche terms according to the weak imposition of boundary conditions,
i.e. Bh,GGPh ,Sh,−Lh and does not include further time derivatives of uh. Terms belonging to the
previous time levels are comprised inH f,n−1. For the OST-scheme it is defined
σθ = (θ∆t)
−1 and H f,n−1(vh)⇔ (ρf u˜n−1h ,Υ(vh, qh)) + (1− θ)∆t(ρf a˜n−1h ,vh). (82)
For computed unh, accelerations can be updated by utilizing a OST-scheme for ∂tuh(t) = ah(t)
anh = (u
n
h − u˜n−1h )(θ∆t)−1 − (1− θ)θ−1a˜n−1h . (83)
Note that using this technique, the stabilized formulations to the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations hidden in F f,n have to be evaluated only for the current time step tn.
Remark 16
While for fitted mesh approximation, the finite-dimensional function space remains unchanged
over time, which allows to define a˜n−1h = a
n−1
h and u˜
n−1
h = u
n−1
h in (83), for unfitted methods
with moving domains, the function spaces might differ between two consecutive time levels,
i.e. Wnh 6=Wn−1h and thus requires additional projection methods. An algorithmic treatment of
such issues will be addressed in Section 5.3.
The structural residual (81) results from applying the family of Generalized-α (G-α) time-
stepping schemes as established in [82, 83]. Rewriting the discrete weak formulation of structural
dynamics (45) in terms of global finite-dimensional vector-valued displacement and velocity fields
D(t) ∈ Rndof andU (t) ∈ Rndof yields 2 · ndof non-linear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of
first order
MU˙ + F int(D)− F ext = 0 and D˙ −U = 0, (84)
where M is the global mass matrix, F int the vector of non-linear internal forces resulting from ash
(46) and F ext external forces resulting from lsh (47). Further, ndof denotes the total number of
structural nodal degrees of freedom.
For the approximation of internal and external forces, a generalized trapezoidal rule (GTR)
is utilized and Hs,n−1 comprises all terms evaluated at the previous time level tn−1. Note that
the system of first-order structural ODEs can be expressed solely in the unknown displacement
vectorDn. OnceDn is computed, approximations to Un andAn can be recovered, viz.
An(Dn) = [Dn − (Dn−1 + ∆tUn−1 + (1/2− β)(∆t)2An−1)] · (β(∆t)2)−1, (85)
Un(An) = Un−1 + (1− γ)∆tAn−1 + γ∆tAn, (86)
where γ = 1/2− αm + αf , β = 1/4(1− αm + αf )2 with αf = ρ∞/(ρ∞ + 1) and αm = (2ρ∞ −
1)/(ρ∞ + 1) depending on the user-specified spectral radius ρ∞ ∈ [0, 1] controlling the numerical
high frequency dissipation of the second-order accurate scheme.
Expressing structural interface velocities ush = d˙h ◦ϕ−1t in terms of global structural
displacements vectors DΓ ⊂D, an independent temporal discretization at the fluid-solid interface
can be introduced. Applying an independent one-step-θΓ scheme to this ODE yields
U s,nΓ (D
n
Γ) = (D
n
Γ −Dn−1Γ )(θΓ∆t)−1 − (1− θΓ)θ−1Γ U s,n−1Γ , (87)
where U s,nΓ is a vector-valued approximation on the structural interface velocities at time level t
n,
i.e. ush ◦ϕtn = d˙h(tn). Denoting internal forces, which have to be in equilibrium at the fluid-
solid interface Γfs, with F s,n
Γfs
and F f,n
Γfs
for the solid and fluid phases, respectively, residuals can
be formulated as
Rf(Un,P n)− σ−1F f,n
Γfs
and Rs(Dn)− ((1− αf )F s,nΓfs + αfF s,n−1Γfs ) (88)
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with σ the characteristic temporal factor from (82). The interfacial forces are replaced by numerical
forces in a discrete setting. These are given by the strongly consistent Nitsche-coupling terms (74)–
(76),
holds F f,n
Γfs
= −Cfs((Un,P n),Dn) and F s,n
Γfs
= −Csf((Un,P n),Dn), where matrix notations
correspond to
Cfs((Un,P n),Dn) ⇔ − 〈2µf(uh)nfs,vh〉Γfs + 〈ph,vh · nfs〉Γfs
∓ 〈[[uh]], 2µf(vh)nfs〉Γfs − 〈[[uh]] · nfs, qh〉Γfs
+ 〈γ(µ/h)[[uh]],vh〉Γfs
+ 〈γ(ρfσh+ ρf |ufh|+ µ/h)[[uh]] · nfs,vh · nfs〉Γfs , (89)
Csf((Un,P n),Dn) ⇔ − 〈2µf(uh)nfs, (−wh)〉Γfs + 〈ph, (−wh) · nfs〉Γfs
+ 〈γ(µ/h)[[uh]], (−wh)〉Γfs
+ 〈γ(ρfσh+ ρf |ufh|+ µ/h)[[uh]] · nfs, (−wh) · nfs〉Γfs . (90)
These can be identified by splitting contributions from (74)–(76) into fluid and structural residuals,
i.e., with respect to vh and wh. Furthermore, the structural interface force from the previous time
level tn−1 occurring in (88) can be recovered from the respective structural coupling matrix-vector
product
F s,n−1
Γfs(tn−1) = −Csf,n−1((Un−1,P n−1),Dn−1). (91)
After rescaling the single non-linear fluid and solid residuals (88), the final Nitsche-coupled finite-
dimensional fluid-structure system of equations, which is to be solved for the current time level tn,
reads as follows: find discrete finite-dimensional vectors Un,P n,Dn such that[
R(U,P )
RD
]n
=
[
Cfs((Un,P n),Dn) + σRf(Un,P n)
1
1−αfR
s(Dn) +Csf((Un,P n),Dn)− αf1−αf F
s,n−1
Γfs(tn−1)
]n
=
[
0
0
]
(92)
with given solid approximations Dn−1,Un−1,An−1 and fluid approximations Un−1,P n−1 from
the previous time level tn−1 as well as projected fluid solutions U˜
n−1
(Un−1), A˜
n−1
(An−1) with
respect to the current interface location Γfs(tn), see Remark 16 and subsequent elaborations in
Section 5.2. For the sake of clarity, the fluid residual R(U,P ) = [RU ,RP ]T can be further split
into velocity and pressure residuals corresponding to the momentum and continuity equations,
respectively.
In analogy to (92), the final Nitsche-type coupled finite-dimensional system of equations
consisting of l fluid blocks and one structure block for a discrete time level tn reads: find discrete
finite-dimensional vectors ((U ,P )1, ..., (U ,P )l,D)n such that

R(U,P )1
...
R(U,P )l
RD

n
=

σRf((U ,P )1) +
l∑
i=1
C1i((U ,P )1, (U ,P )i) +C1s((U ,P )1,D)
...
σRf((U ,P )l) +
l∑
i=1
Cli((U ,P )i, (U ,P )l) +Cls((U ,P )l,D)
1
1−αfR
s(D) +
l∑
i=1
Csi((U ,P )i,D)− αf1−αf F
s,n−1
Γfs(tn−1)

n
= 0
(93)
where Cis,Csi denote the splits of fluid-structure Nitsche couplings between fluid subdomain Ωfi
and the solid subdomain Ωs, as defined in (89)–(90). Similar splits for the Nitsche coupling
terms (66)–(71) between fluid phase Ωfi ,Ωfj as used for Approach 4 are denoted with Cij , Cji.
Furthermore,Rs denotes the structural residual andRi, i = 1, ..., l, the l fluid subdomain residuals
without interface coupling terms.
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5.2. Treatment of Changing Function Spaces
As a particular challenge of unfitted approximations in moving domain flow problems, temporal
time-stepping schemes from tn−1 → tn which are based on Rothe’s technique, consist of
approximating solutions to discrete time levels tn−1 and tn with different function spaces,
i.e. Un−1 ∈ Wn−1 and Un ∈ Wn, where Wn−1 6=Wn in general. Similar issues might arise
during a monolithic solution procedure between two succeeding Newton-Raphson iteration steps.
To compensate this mismatch between two approximation spaces, projected approximations
u˜n−1h , a˜
n−1
h ∈ Vnh adaptingun−1h ,an−1h to the current domain Ωnh are necessary. Possible projection
operators Pn : Vn−1h → Vnh between function spaces applicable to velocity and acceleration
approximation, i.e. u˜n−1h := P
nun−1h and a˜
n−1
h := P
nan−1h , will be introduced subsequently.
Algorithmic Procedure for Function Space Projections from Xn−1h onto Xnh . At each active
node s ∈ N at the current time level tn an appropriate nodal value u˜n−1 has to be constructed on
basis of the scalar solution un−1h ∈ Xn−1h . The final procedure suggested for this task is summarized
in Algorithm 1 and is split into two phases:
• a first TRANSFER/COPY-PHASE and
• a second EXTENSION-PHASE.
Algorithm 1 Function space projection from Xn−1h to Xnh for CUTFEMs with moving domains
1: INPUT: function spaces Xn−1h and Xnh including cut-related entities, discrete scalar field
uh ∈ Xn−1h to be projected onto Xnh .
2: TRANSFER/COPY-PHASE (identify related node-wise DOF pairs (u˜, u) associated with the
function spaces Xnh ,Xn−1h which are reasonable to get transcribed/copied, i.e. u 7→ u˜)
3: for each active node s ∈ N with associated DOF u˜ at current time level tn do
4: Identify DOF u from uh ∈ Xn−1h .
5: if (identification successful) then
6: Set DOF pair (u˜, u) and copy value u 7→ u˜.
7: else if (identification not successful for ghost-DOF u˜) then
8: Mark DOF u˜ for EXTENSION-PHASE.
9: else
10: Throw exception (“the CFL-like condition is not satisfied!”).
11: end if
12: end for
13: EXTENSION-PHASE (extend solution into the interface zone)
14: Build constraint function space X¯nh with Dirichlet values for all DOFs successfully identified
in the TRANSFER/COPY-PHASE.
15: Solve global extension system (94): Find u˜h ∈ X¯nh such that Enh (u˜h, v˜h) = 0 ∀ v˜h ∈ X¯nh,0.
16: OUTPUT: final projection P n : Xn−1h → Xnh with solution u˜n−1h = P nun−1h .
The TRANSFER/COPY-PHASE aims at directly copying degrees of freedom (DOFs) from the
previous configuration to the current configuration. Nodal DOFs can be kept unchanged in the
following two situations:
• interface motion within a cut element, non-crossing a grid node,
• interface motion across nodes with reduced influence region of basis functions Ns and
deactivated ghost nodes.
Reasonable DOF-pairs (u˜n−1, un−1) have to exhibit a related meaning for the solution
approximation in their respective physical domains. This decision usually relies on information
about DOF-associated cut-cells located within the support of its shape functionNs. Thereby, it often
occurs that DOFs change their role from standard to ghost-DOFs and vice versa. Common scenarios
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Ωn ∩ Ωn−1
Ωn\Ωn−1
Ωn−1\Ωn
Γn
Γn−1
Th
X n−1h \X nh
X nh ∩ X n−1h
X nh \X n−1h
Figure 10: Projecting solution functions between discrete function spaces of different time levels with
interfaces moving from Γn−1 to Γn: For DOFs in Xnh , pairs with DOFs of the previous time level can
be identified and transcribed between Xn−1h and Xnh (gray markers), some DOFs get deactivated (blue
markers) and one ghost-DOF gets newly activated whose value u˜ will be determined in the EXTENSION-
PHASE (green marker). physically meaningful values can be copied from Xn−1h are marked in gray color.
Faces evaluated for face-jump-penalty extension operators (94) are colored in green.
where the TRANSFER/COPY-PHASE can be successfully applied yielding reasonable DOF-pairs
are visualized in Figure 10. Note that identifying DOF-pairs should be possible for all DOFs at
the current time level tn whose node is located within the physical domain Ωnh. If the support
supp (Ns) for a given DOF is intersected at the current time level, it was either fully covered
by Ωn−1h or also intersected at the previous time level. Otherwise, the CFL-like condition on the
interface motion has been violated. Mathematically, the first phase covers strategies for unchanged
nodes s ∈ Xn−1h ∩ Xnh (gray markers), and nodes which get deactivated at the current configuration
(blue markers).
After performing the TRANSFER/COPY-PHASE there might remain some ghost-DOFs which
have been newly activated compared to the previous intersection configuration, i.e. such DOFs
belong to Xnh \Xn−1h (green markers). Missing ghost-DOFs can then be computed in a second
step, the so-called EXTENSION-PHASE, which provides a localized and more accurate variant of
the technique suggested in [41]. Fixing values which have been already determined during the
TRANSFER/COPY-PHASE by setting Dirichlet constraints to Xnh , whose resulting trial and test
function spaces are then denoted as X¯nh and X¯nh,0, a global linear extension system can be set up as
follows: find u˜h ∈ X¯nh such that
Enh (u˜h, v˜h) =
∑
F∈FnΓ
∑
06j6k
h2j+1F 〈[[∂jnu˜h]], [[∂jnv˜h]]〉F = 0 ∀ v˜h ∈ X¯nh,0, (94)
which is a face-jump ghost-penalty operator similar to (52) and thus provides a smooth continuation
of the previous time step solution into the interface zone.
Remark 17
Even though the linear system to be solved is defined globally, in average the number of non-zero
entries per matrix row is much less compared to those which result from the non-linear discrete
systems to be solved in each time step for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Note that
in practical situations only a few ghost-DOFs have to be determined via this extension technique.
All standard and ghost DOFs determined previously through the TRANSFER/COPY-PHASE can be
completely removed from the global linear system.
Combining the TRANSFER/COPY-PHASE with a consecutive EXTENSION-PHASE allows to
define the final scalar-valued projection P n : Xn−1h → Xnh with u˜n−1h = P nun−1h . Adaption to
vector-valued function spaces, i.e. sets of DOFs as required for the velocity and acceleration fields,
is straightforward. Note that splitting this procedure into two phases guarantees that the change of
the solution in the interior of the domain is kept at a minimum and is conform with the case when the
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interface does not move, i.e. uΓ = 0. Then the spaces Xn−1h and Xnh are identical and the proposed
projection operator simplifies to an identity mapping P n = I , which preserves the convergence
properties of a classical Newton-Raphson-like scheme and that of classical ODE based temporal
discretization methods.
5.3. Monolithic Solution Algorithm for Unfitted Non-Linear Systems
A monolithic solution procedure for the non-linear coupled fluid-structure system is proposed
subsequently. The final algorithm is split into two nested subroutines. An extension of the classical
time loop to the unfitted mesh case, which even allows to adapt the function space during the iterative
procedure at a fixed time level tn, is summarized in Algorithm 2. The substantial solution procedure
for non-linear FSI residuals consists of a Newton-Raphson-like iterative method presented in
Algorithm 3. This main sub-algorithm is applicable to interface-fitted as well as unfitted mesh
configurations as long as the fluid function space does not change while iterating. Note that, to
shorten the presentation, the subsequent algorithms are presented for the approximation of one
structural and one fluid domain, with the corresponding non-linear residual (92). Extension to
several fluid meshes (see Approach 4 with non-linear residual (93)) is straightforward by applying
the fluid/ALE solver steps to the respective subdomain approximations simultaneously.
Newton-Raphson-like approximation of non-linear FSI residuals. The solution approximation
to the coupled fluid-solid system at a discrete time level tn is given in terms of the finite-dimensional
system of non-linear equations (92) for fluid velocities and pressure (U ,P )n and for structural
displacements Dn. Therein, non-linearities emanate from geometrical and material non-linear
relations in the structural dynamics PDE on the one hand, and from the non-linear convective fluid
term together with its occurrence in related fluid stabilizations on the other hand. Moreover, while
structural equations are integrated in referential configuration, further non-obvious non-linearities
are hidden in the change of the integration volume and surface area associated with the fluid
subdomain, which depend non-linearly on the interface motion.
Neglecting for a short term that due to the unfittedness of fluid and solid computational meshes
in Approaches 2-4 the discrete fluid function space can change when the structure moves, then the
solution of the non-linear system (92) can be approximated iteratively by performing a Newton-
Raphson-like method.
The solution ((U ,P ),D)n is approximated iteratively for i > 1 by solving linear systems for
increments ∆((U ,P ),D)ni satisfying LUU LUPLPU LPP LUDLPD
LDU LDP LDD
n
i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lfs
·
 ∆U∆P
∆D
n
i
= −
 RURP
RD
n
i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rfs
(95)
followed by a Newton-Raphson incremental update step for the next iteration UP
D
n
i+1
=
 UP
D
n
i
+
 ∆U∆P
∆D
n
i
. (96)
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Algorithm 2 Monolithic solution algorithm for non-linear unfitted FSI-systems
1: INPUT: initial conditions ds0, d˙
s
0,u
f
0 at T0.
2: Initialize structuralAs0 for G-α scheme and set fluidA
f
0 for OST or θ = 1.0 for n = 1.
3: for time steps 1 6 n 6 N do
4: Update time level tn = T0 + n∆t. Reset cycle counter to c = 1.
5: // cycle over fluid function space changes
6: while (not converged) do
7: if (c > Cmax) then
8: Throw exception (“maximum number of function space changes at tn exceeded!”).
9: end if
10: if (c = 1) then
11: Structural Solver:
12: Perform predictor (D,U ,A)nc=1 ← P (D,U ,A)n−1.
13: ALE Solver:
14: Predict fluid grid displacement constraints.
15: Relax fluid grid, update interior displacements dˆχ, compute grid velocities uˆχ.
16: Fluid Solver:
17: Update interface position (Γh)nc=1 according to predictedD
n
c=1.
18: Intersect T̂ fh and obtain the active computational mesh (T fh )nc=1 and update face and
element sets (F fΓ)nc=1, (T fΓ)nc=1.
19: Allocate DOFs and set up new fluid function space (W fh)nc=1, see [28].
20: Perform entire Algorithm 1 and transcribe solution vectors
between function spaces (W fh)n−1 → (W fh)nc=1 between time levels
s.t. (U˜ , P˜ , A˜)n−1c=1 ∈ (V fh ×Qfh × Vh)nc=1
21: Perform fluid predictor, e.g., (U ,P )nc=1,i=1 = (U˜ , P˜ )
n−1 ∈ (W fh)nc=1,i=1.
22: else // The fluid function space has changed within the last cycle c− 1
23: Perform Algorithm 1 and transcribe solution vectors between function spaces
(W fh)n−1 → (W fh)nc between time levels s.t. (U˜ , P˜ , A˜)n−1c ∈ (V fh ×Qfh × V fh)nc .
24: Use recent solution approximation from interrupted pass c− 1 as initial guess for the
following Newton-Raphson procedure. Note that (U ,P )nc,i=1 ∈ (W fh)nc .
25: end if
26: // previous time level solution available as: (D,U ,A)n−1c (solid), (U˜ , A˜)
n−1
c (fluid)
27: // prediction for current time level available as ((U ,P ),D)nc,i=1
28: Perform Algorithm 3. // (Re-)start NEWTON-RAPHSON-like iterations
29: if (Newton-Raphson converged) then
30: break while
31: end if
32: c← c+ 1
33: end while
34: // Inner Newton-Raphson loop converged with non-changing fluid function space
35: Update structural vectorsAn,Un based onDn for G-α scheme via (85)–(86).
36: Update fluid acceleration approximation An for OST-scheme via (83), i.e.,
anh(u
n
h, u˜
n−1
c , a˜
n−1
c ) with u˜
n−1
c , a˜
n−1
c the recent projections of u
n−1
c ,a
n−1
c ∈ Vn−1h
to the fluid function space Vnc belonging to the converged state.
37: Store the structural force vector F s,n
Γfs(tn)
(91) for next time level.
38: Store final approximations: (D,U ,A)n for the solid and (U ,P ,A)n for the fluid.
39: end for
40: OUTPUT: solid displacement and fluid velocity and pressure solution approximations
{((U ,P ),D)n}16n6N for discrete time levels {tn}16n6N . Note the possibly time-varying
fluid approximation spaces {W fh}16n6N .
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Algorithm 3 Newton-Raphson-like solution procedure for non-linear FSI-systems
1: INPUT: initial guess of structural displacements, fluid velocity and pressure ((U ,P ),D)ni=1 for
iterative solution procedure. Previous time-step solutions for structure (D,U ,A)n−1, for fluid
(U˜ , A˜)n−1, interfacial velocities U s,n−1Γ and structural forces F
s,n−1
Γfs(tn−1).
2: for Newton-Raphson-like iterations 1 6 i 6 Nmax do
3: FSI Solver:
4: Update structural interface velocity (U sΓ)
n
i based on (DΓ)
n
i with OST-scheme (87).
5: Apply current iterations to structural solver and to CUTFEM (ALE-)fluid solver.
6: Structural Solver:
7: Evaluate structural contribution to matrix LDD|Dni and to residualRD|Dni , see (95).
8: ALE Solver:
9: Update fluid grid displacement boundary constraints.
10: Relax fluid grid and obtain updated displacements dˆχ, compute grid velocities uˆχ.
11: Fluid Solver:
12: if (i > 1 and unfitted approximation) then
13: Intersect T̂ fh and obtain the active computational mesh (T fh )ni and update face and element
sets (F fΓ)ni , (T fΓ)ni .
14: Allocate DOFs and set up new fluid function space (W fh)ni , see [28].
15: Perform TRANSFER/COPY-PHASE of Algorithm 1 and transcribe solution vectors
between function spaces (W fh)ni−1 → (W fh)ni of previous and current iteration.
16: if (TRANSFER/COPY-PHASE not successful) then
17: // Change in fluid function space occurred, i.e., (W fh)ni−1 6= (W fh)ni .
18: Perform EXTENSION-PHASE of Algorithm 1 and utilize the resulting
approximation as initial guess for the next Newton-Raphson cycle c+ 1:
((U ,P ),D)n ∈ (W fh)nc+1,i=1 ×Dh
19: return false.
20: end if
21: end if
22: Evaluate fluid boundary conditions gfD(t
n), hfN(t
n) with respect to (Γfh)
n
i .
23: Evaluate stabilized fluid system, coupling matrices contributing to Lxy and to residuals
RU ,RP ,RD, see (95).
24: FSI Solver:
25: Set up final linear fluid-structure system Lfs ·∆((U ,P ),D)ni = −Rfs (95).
26: Apply strong Dirichlet boundary conditions from function spacesW fgD,h and DsgD,h.
27: Build block preconditioner and apply to (95).
28: Solve preconditioned linearized fixed-point like system (95) for ∆((U ,P ),D)ni .
29: Check convergence: ‖∆((U ,P ),D)ni ‖ < TOL and ‖(Rfs)ni ‖ < TOL.
30: if (FSI system converged) then
31: return true
32: end if
33: Update Newton-Raphson iteration via (96) to ((U ,P ),D)ni+1.
34: end for
35: Throw exception (“maximum number of Newton-Raphson iterations reached!”).
36: OUTPUT:
37: return false with iteration ((U ,P ),D)ni ∈ (W fh)ni ×Dsh based on changed fluid function
space (W fh)ni 6= (W fh)ni−1, or
38: return true with converged velocity, pressure and displacement solution approximations
((Un,P n),Dn) for time level tn.
The subscript ()i in matrix and right-hand side of the linear system (95) indicates sub-matrices
and residuals being evaluated on basis of the current approximation ((U ,P ),D)ni . Therein, let
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Lxy =
∂Rx
∂y denote (pseudo)-directional derivatives of residuals Rx from (92) with respect to the
finite dimensional solution approximation y, where x, y ∈ {U ,P ,D}. Exemplarily, approximation
LDD is given as
LDD|((U ,P ),D)ni =
1
1− αf
(
M s
1− αm
β∆t2
+
∂F s,nint (D)
∂D
∣∣∣∣
D=Dni
)
+G|((U ,P ),D)ni , (97)
where
G|((U ,P ),D)ni :=
∂Csf((U ,P ),D)
∂D
∣∣∣∣
((U ,P ),D)=((U ,P ),D)ni
(98)
⇔ + 〈γ(µ/h)(−∂D(ush)|Dni , (−wh)〉Γfs(Dni )
+ 〈γ(ρfσh+ ρf |ufh|+ µ/h)(−∂D(ush)|Dni ) · nfs(Dni ), (−wh) · nfs(Dni )〉Γfs(Dni ),
with ∂D(ush)|Dni =
∂ush(D)
∂D
∣∣
D=Dni
⇔ 1θΓ∆tD
n
i . Note that changes of integration area and interface
unit normal vectors are treated in a fixed-point fashion. All other approximationsLxy can be derived
by analogy, but are not presented to shorten the presentation.
The Newton-Raphson-like scheme for residual (93) according to Approach 4 becomes

L11UU L
11
UP
L11PU L
11
PP
· · · L
1l
UU L
1l
UP
L1lPU L
1l
PP
L1sUD
L1sPD
...
. . .
...
...
Ll1UU L
l1
UP
Ll1PU L
l1
PP
· · · L
ll
UU L
ll
UP
LllPU L
ll
PP
LlsUD
LlsPD
Ls1DU L
s1
DP · · · LslDU LslDP LssDD

n
i︸ ︷︷ ︸
L
·

∆U1
∆P 1
...
∆U l
∆P l
∆D

n
i
= −

RU1
RP 1
...
RU l
RP l
RD

n
i︸ ︷︷ ︸
R
(99)
with incremental update step for the next iteration
U1
P 1
...
U l
P l
D

n
i+1
=

U1
P 1
...
U l
P l
D

n
i
+

∆U1
∆P 1
...
∆U l
∆P l
∆D

n
i
. (100)
Newton-Raphson-like algorithmic procedure. Assuming non-changing fluid function spaces,
which is guaranteed for Approach 1, but only partially for Approaches 2–4, the solution procedure
for the non-linear FSI residual (92) is summarized in Algorithm 3.
For starting the iterative solution procedure, an initial guess ((U ,P ),D)ni=1 for the solution fields
is required. Following [52, 84], these may be given in terms of a predicted displacement field and
the velocity solution of the previous time level. Evaluating FSI residuals requires history from the
previous time level for structural fields (D,U ,A)n−1 and structural forces F s,n−1
Γfs(tn−1) (91).
Remark 18
Note that for unfitted fluid approximations their function spaces might change due to displacing
the fluid-structure interface. This demands to project previous time step quantities onto the current
function space (W fh)ni=1 associated with the time level tn by applying Algorithm 1. This provides
approximations (U˜ , A˜)n−1 ∈ (Vh)ni=1 × (Vh)ni=1.
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For a current displacement iterationDni , structural interface velocities (U
s
Γ)
n
i can be updated via
(87). If the fluid grid is expected to move in an ALE fashion (see Approaches 1 and 3), the grid
displacements need to be updated (for instance interface-constrained by (28)), the grid velocities
uˆX,h computed and afterwards accounted for in the flow solver, see Sections 3.2.2–3.2.3. More
detailed information can be found in, e.g. [80, 85].
Having set the current approximations to the structural and the (ALE-)fluid solver, their
contributions to matrices (Lxy)ni and right-hand-side blocks (Rx)
n
i of the linearized FSI system
(95) can be evaluated and finally assembled into the global system Lfs ·∆((U ,P ),D)ni = −Rfs.
After applying strong Dirichlet constraints from W fgD,h and WsgD,h and setting up a block
preconditioner, the linear FSI system can be solved for the Newton-Raphson increments. Finally,
the approximations can be updated to ((U ,P ),D)ni+1 via (96). Newton-Raphson-like iterations are
performed until convergence of residuals (Rfs)ni and of increments ∆((U ,P ),D)
n
i is achieved.
Remark 19 (Solving Linear Matrix Systems)
For approximating the incremental solution of each linear FSI iteration (95), if not indicated
otherwise, a preconditioned GMRES solver is utilized. Building specific preconditioners is based
upon on a unified framework for monolithically coupled n-field problems proposed in [86]. In
this work, generic block Gauss–Seidel iterations are used for decoupling the subproblems. For
the respective structural, fluid and ALE blocks, any combination of either one-level domain
decomposition preconditioners of incomplete factorization type, see [87], or algebraic multigrid
(AMG) methods, as proposed in [88], is applicable.
Cycle over function space changes for unfitted fluid approximations. Recalling the issue of
applicability of iterative solution techniques for unfitted mesh methods, which consists in potentially
varying fluid approximation spaces during the iterative procedure, the following generalization of
the Newton-Raphson scheme is suggested:
As described in Algorithm 3, for each iteration the updated interface displacements are set to the
CUTFEM fluid solver on which basis the computational mesh T̂ fh is intersected, associated face
and element sets (F fΓ)ni and (T fΓ)ni are built and the fluid function space (W fh)ni is constructed.
Having updated the discrete function space, previous fluid iterations (U ,P )ni−1 ∈ (W fh)ni−1 have
to be transcribed to (W fh)ni . This can be carried out node-wise using the TRANSFER/COPY-
PHASE of Algorithm 1 if (W fh)ni−1 ≡ (W fh)ni . However, when (W fh)ni−1 6= (W fh)ni , the current
Newton-Raphson cycle c is interrupted. Algorithm 1, that is including the EXTENSION-
PHASE, can be then applied to (U ,P )nc,i ∈ (W fh)nc,i−1 to obtain a predicted approximation
((U ,P ),D)nc+1,i=1 = (P
n
i (U ,P )
n
c,i,D) for the next pass c+ 1. These predicting steps for
restarting the Newton-Raphson procedure in a new cycle are comprised in Algorithm 3.
As summarized in Algorithm 2, within a subsequent run, i.e. c > 1, the previous time level fluid
solution has to be adapted according to the changed function space. For this purpose, a projection
step as provided by Algorithm 1 can be performed such that (U˜ , P˜ , A˜)n−1c ∈ (V fh ×Qfh × V fh)nc .
Note that for unchanged DOFs the Newton-Raphson is interrupted just formally and the solution
approximation remains unmodified due to the DOF-wise copying-technique. As it might happen
that DOFs get repeatedly activated and deactivated for subsequent cycle runs c, c+ 1, c+ 2, ...,
situations, which could worsen or even totally destroy convergence, straightforward techniques
like freezing the fluid function space, i.e. (W fh)ni = (W fh)ni+1 = (W fh)ni+2 = ..., can be utilized.
When doing so, DOFs which are located outside of the integrated fluid domain can be sufficiently
controlled by simply extending the interface zone, i.e. the set of interface zone facets F˜ fΓ ) F fΓ for
the ghost-penalty-stabilization operators.
After achieving a converged solution from the proposed nested Newton-Raphson procedure,
further time-stepping related quantities need to be updated. For an OST scheme in the fluid solver,
an acceleration approximation An is obtained from (83), where anh(u
n
h, u˜
n−1
c , a˜
n−1
c ) incorporates
projected velocity and acceleration approximations u˜n−1c , a˜
n−1
c belonging to the converged cycle
run c of the previous time level. For the structural field, acceleration and velocity fieldsAn andUn
according to the G-α scheme are refreshed via (85)–(86). After storing the structural forces for
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the next time step as specified in (91), all quantities required for proceeding with the next time
level tn+1 are available, i.e. (U ,P ,A)n for the fluid and (D,U ,A)n and F s,n
Γfs(tn)
for the solid.
6. DIFFERENT NITSCHE-BASED FSI APPROACHES - NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In the following, the proposed unfitted FSI approaches are validated for challenging two- and three-
dimensional test cases, which exhibit highly dynamic transient fluid-structure interaction. Their
discussed advantages for different FSI problem settings will be demonstrated and the importance
of the proposed discretization concepts, even beyond FSI, will be highlighted. All non-linear
FSI systems are solved fully monolithic based on the techniques provided in Section 5. If not
indicated otherwise, convergence checks for increments and residuals are performed separately for
the distinct solution approximations, i.e., for RU ,RP ,RD and ∆U ,∆P ,∆D, based on relative
l2- and l∞-vector-norms with a uniform tolerance of TOL = 10−8. The subsequent results have
been computed with the fully parallelized code environment BACI (see [89]).
For the structural temporal discretization the G-α scheme without damping, i.e. ρ∞ = 1.0, is
used, if not indicated otherwise. For the temporal approximation of interface quantities it is chosen
θΓ = 1.0, while the fluid temporal approximation is based on an one-step-θ scheme and uses
different parameters θ, as will be specified below. For all involved Nitsche couplings, an adjoint-
inconsistent variant is utilized.
Approach 2 will be validated by the simulation of a pulsating flow over a bending, highly flexible
three-dimensional flap. In Approach 3, a classical fitting mesh ALE-based Approach 1 will be
combined with the unfitted mesh Approach 2, where a moving background fluid mesh is involved.
For highlighting the advantages of this approach a flow excited impermeable fluid container in a
flexible pipe serves as test example. The advantages of Approach 4 with regards to local mesh
refinement based on a fluid domain decomposition technique will be demonstrated by means of the
simulation of two setups of a vibrating flag.
6.1. Approach 2: Pulsating Flow over a Bending Flexible Flap
Problem Setup. This test case is inspired from steady-state examples presented in [37]. Here, in
contrast, the material properties of the fluid and the solid are weakened to obtain highly dynamic
interactions between a mainly convective-dominated flow and a flexible structure.
Initially inlet-driven fluid flow in a cuboid-shaped domain Ω = [0, 1.8]× [0, 0.6]× [−0.6, 0.6]
around a rubbery flexible flap of initial dimensions Ωs = [0.49, 0.56]× [0, 0.35]× [−0.3, 0.3],
which is clamped by the bottom wall of Ωh, i.e., at x2 = 0, is considered. The
top and the four side walls of the flap defines the interface Γfs. Fluid is periodi-
cally pushed into the domain Ω at the inlet x1 = 0 with uin = (u1, 0, 0) · g(t), where
u1(x) = u
max(81/2500)x2(x2 − 0.6)(x3 + 0.6)(x3 − 0.6) is parabolic in directions x2 and x3.
The peak velocity is umax = 2.0, varied by a temporal factor g(t) = 12 (1− cos(pit)) ∀ t ∈ [0, T1 =
10.0] and g(t) = 0 ∀ t ∈ (T1, T = 30.0]. The flow entering the domain excites the structural flap to
initially bend and deform, while, later, its periodicity causes highly dynamic mutual stimulations of
fluid and solid. No-slip wall boundary conditions at the four sides perpendicular to the inlet prevent
the flow to escape which is pushed outwards at the outlet at x1 = 1.8, where hN = 0 defines the
pressure level. The incompressible flow is characterized by νf = 0.01 and ρf = 1.0. Based on the
maximum inflow velocity and the width of the flap, the Reynold’s number Re ranges from 0–120.
The structure exhibits a Neo-Hookean material with E = 500, νs = 0.4 and ρs = 250 for which
large and dynamic deformations are expected. External volume loads are not present in this setup.
Computational Approach. The spatial approximation of the flow field utilizes an unfitted fluid
mesh which remains fixed over time according to Approach 2. For the structural subdomain Ωs
an fluid-solid-interface fitted computational grid T̂ sh is used. It consists of 8× 15× 31 8-node Q1-
elements and overlaps with a background fluid grid T̂ fh , which fits to the outer boundaries, however,
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Figure 11: Pulsating flow over a bending flexible flap: visualization of the surrounding fluid flow and
deformation of the bending rubbery flap at different times (from top left to bottom right) T1 = 0.0, T2 = 1.0,
T3 = 2.0, T4 = 2.5, T5 = 9.0 during the excitation phase when the pulsating inflow strongly affects the
structural motion. When no fluid is entering the inlet anymore, flow and flap motion strongly influence each
other shown at T6 = 12.5. Pulsating parabolic inlet indicated by colored arrows. Side and bottom walls are
colored by pressure distribution, whereas for the initial positioning (top left) the processor distribution for
the parallel performed computation is visualized.
does not fit to the fluid-solid interface Γfsh , neither in the initial state nor when the structure displaces,
i.e. Ωfh ( Ωf∗h . The mesh T̂ fh is constructed as follows: a Cartesian grid consisting of 30× 13× 26
elements covers the domain Ω and is subsequently refined in a middle block dimensioned by
[0.3, 0.9]× [0, 0.6]× [−0.6, 0.6] with one level of element splitting in x1- and x2-directions. This
increases the flow resolution in the major region of interest, where the structure is expected to move
and deform. The final entire fluid mesh T̂ fh contains 21632 8-node Q1-elements, whereas its active
computational mesh T fh changes over time due to the displacing interface Γfsh . For the temporal
discretization it is chosen ∆t = 0.01 with θ = 1.0 for the fluid field. The Nitsche-penalty parameter
in (76) is chosen as γ = 10.0. The fluid formulation relies on the proposed RBVM/GP formulation
(see elaborations in Section 4 for details) for the cut, unfitted mesh T̂ fh .
Results. Simulation results on the temporal evolution of the flap bending and its surrounding flow
are shown in Figure 11. Flow entering the fluid domain at the inlet streams around the flap and forces
acting on structural front-surface cause bending in mean flow direction as depicted at T2 = 1.0.
When inflow is decreased to zero for the first time at T3 = 2.0, the deformed structure tends to turn
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Figure 12: Pulsating flow over a bending flexible flap: history of displacement components d1, d2
of selected points located at the top surface of the bending flap. Computed displacements for
point X = (0.49, 0.35, 0.0) (left) and for point X = (0.525, 0.35, 0.3) (right) defined in referential
configuration at T0 = 0.
back to its undeformed initial state. At this stage, the flow is dominated by the structural motion
and different swirls are induced. Increasing again the mass flow at the inlet reaching its peak at
T4 = 2.5, due to strong induced viscous and pressure forces acting on the flap it again undergoes
deformations mainly in stream direction. Whenever inflow is strong enough, the structural motion
is dominated by the flow and tries to minimize resistance in the surrounding flow. In contrast, when
the structure is deformed and no flow is entering through the inlet anymore, its motion towards
its undeformed configuration dominates the flow. States at later times during the excitation phase
depict this highly dynamic fluid-structure interaction and the periodically recurring dominance of
pulsating inflow and of strongly deformed structural state, as exemplarily shown at T5 = 9.0. After
the excitation phase, different low-velocity vortices are present in the fluid domain and continuously
interact with the rubbery structure. Also negative deflections in x1-direction occur as indicated at
times T6 = 12.5. Due to the higher Poisson’s ratio, even larger deformation perpendicular to the
main stream direction arise. The amplitude of motion decays slowly over time. For two selected
points located at the flap’s top surface, history of displacements in x1- and x2-directions are reported
in Figure 12. Their coordinates are specified in initial configuration atX = (0.49, 0.35, 0.0) for the
front top point and atX = (0.525, 0.35, 0.3) for the right top point.
The present test case could serve as a useful example in three spatial dimensions (as many cases
in literature are only 2D) that is not too difficult to set up and demonstrates the robustness of our
proposed monolithic FSI solver based on the discretization Approach 2. In addition to the [55],
further advancements have been made with regards to temporal discretization of the unfitted FSI
system, monolithic solution strategies and efficient iterative solution procedures for the resulting
linear matrix systems, as proposed in Section 5. All these algorithmic peculiarities of the fixed-
grid FSI approach are crucial for this challenging transient test case and so show the robustness
of all involved techniques. As indicated by this example, moderate-to-large deformations of the
structural body in a convective dominated surrounding flow exhibiting complex flow patterns can
be accurately dealt with this discretization concept. The independent motion of the solid mesh
within the background mesh, accurately captured and realized by the CUTFEM, allows for complex
FSI subjected to large structural motions and deformations. Such a technique will come to its full
extent when extending it to fluid-structure-contact interaction. This will be addressed in a future
publication.
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6.2. Approach 1+3: Flow Excited Impermeable Fluid Container in Flexible Pipe
To depict the capabilities of an unfitted mixed Eulerian-Lagrangean technique a configuration,
where an elastic, impermeable fluid container is excited by dynamic flow threw a flexible tube
is analyzed. Such a problem configuration includes large relative motion of the fluid container
and the outer flow domain. On the other hand the relative motion between flexible tube and
the outer flow domain as well as between container and the embedded fluid domain is limited.
For this configuration applying classical fitted solid and fluid discretizations for the interfaces
between flexible tube and outer flow and also between container and the embedded fluid domain,
allows to benefit from the advantages such as simple standard Gaussian integration quadrature,
vanishing requirement for ghost-penalty stabilization and superior solution approximation close to
the interface. On the other hand, the large relative motion of the outer flow domain and the fluid
container claims the use of unfitted solid and fluid discretizations which is enabled by the CUTFEM.
Problem Setup. The initial setup for the flexible tube consists of a solid domain
Ωs1 = [−0.75, 0.75]× [0.4, 0.5] ∪ [−0.75, 0.75]× [−0.5,−0.4], which is clamped on inlet and
outlet boundaries x1 = −0.75 and x1 = 0.75, respectively. The outer boundaries of Ωs1 , x2 = 0.5
and x2 = −0.5 remain traction free. The solid domain of the elastic fluid container Ωs2 has an
hollow, elliptical shape with inner semi-axis diameter in x1-direction dx1 = 0.325, inner semi-
axis diameter in x2-direction dx2 = 0.525, thickness of the elastic container a = 0.05 and center
position of the ellipsoid xc = [−0.45, 0]. The inner fluid domain Ωf2 is inside the inner ellipsoid
of Ωs2 . Finally, the fluid domain of the surrounding dynamic flow Ωf1 is given by the remaining
part of the overall domain Ω = [−0.75, 0.75]× [−0.5, 0.5] with Ωf1 = Ω \ (Ωs1 ∪ Ωs2 ∪ Ωf2).
On the inlet boundary of domain Ωf1 (x1 = −0.75) a parabolic time depend velocity profile
uin =
[
0.4−2
(
0.42 − x22
)
(sin(pit) + 0.1) , 0.0
] ∀ t ∈ (0, 10.0] is enforced strongly, whereas zero-
traction Neumann boundary condition is applied on the outlet boundary (x1 = 0.75). The three
occurring fluid-structure interfaces are denoted by Γf1s1 = Ωf1 ∩ Ωs1 , Γf1s2 = Ωf1 ∩ Ωs2 and
Γf2s2 = Ωf2 ∩ Ωs2 . The constitutive behavior for both solid bodies, the flexible tube as well as
the fluid container, is given by the Neo-Hookean material, with E1 = 500, νs1 = 0.3, ρ
s
1 = 100
in domain Ωs1 and E2 = 250, νs2 = 0.3, ρ
s
2 = 100 for domain Ω
s2 . The properties of the
incompressible fluid are given by νf1 = 1.0, ρ
f
1 = 1.0 for the outer flow in domain Ω
f1 and
νf2 = 0.01, ρ
f
2 = 1.0 for enclosed fluid in domain Ω
f2 . No volume loads are present.
Computational Approach. The spatial discretization to solve this problem is generated in a
way to benefit from advantages of both methods for boundary or interface fitted and unfitted
computational meshes. All solid and fluid domains in this example are discretized by two-
dimensional bilinearly-interpolated elements. The fluid domain Ωf2 is discretized by an unstructured
mesh with 699 elements and 747 computational nodes and is fitted to the fluid-structure interface
Γf2s2 . Also the the solid domain Ωs2 is discretized by an unstructured mesh with 315 elements
and 420 computational nodes and is fitted to the interfaces Γf1s2 and Γf2s2 . Both meshes for the
domains Ωf2 and Ωs2 have matching computational nodes on the interfaces Γf2s2 , which enables a
simple transfer of solid motion into the fluid domain. Further, solid domain Ωs1 is discretized by
a structured mesh, with 4 x 60 elements for the upper and lower part of the domain. The mesh
is fitted to the outer boundaries as well as the fluid-structure interface Γf1s1 . Finally, the fluid
domain Ωf1 is discretized by a structured mesh, with 32 x 60 elements. It is fitted only to the fluid-
structure interface Γf1s1 and the inflow and outflow boundaries, but not to the interface Γf1s2 as
large motion is expected. Temporal discretization is performed by the backward Euler scheme with
time-step length ∆t = 0.005 for both solid and fluid domains. The outer flow field in domain Ωf1
is approximated with the CIP/GP method and the fluid flow in domain Ωf2 by the CIP formulation.
On all fluid-structure interfaces an adjoint inconsistent Nitsche-type coupling with Nitsche-penalty
γ = 45.0 is applied. A direct solver for the global linear system is favorable, due to the overall
number of degrees of freedom. The relative residual vector-norms are limited to 10−6.
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Figure 13: Visualization of the pressure solution in fluid domains by color map, inflow and outflow velocities
by black arrows and deformation of the domains for specific points in time. The time-steps from top-left to
bottom-right are: T1 = 0.03, T2 = 0.5, T3 = 0.7, T4 = 2.0, T5 = 2.9, T6 = 8.3.
Figure 14: Pressure solution in deformed domains at T7 = 3.0, the boundaries between elements are
visualized by black lines in the fluid domains and gray lines in the solid domains(left). Displacement in x1-
direction of point 1 withX1(t = 0.0) = [−0.2375, 0.0] and of point 2 withX2(t = 0.0) = [−0.6625, 0.0]
and evolution of the outer semi-axis diameter (right).
Results. Computed results for different selected time-steps are presented in figure 13. At T1 =
0.03 the deformations is still small and therefore roughly the initial geometry can be seen. A high
pressure increase due to the inflow at the outer flow and slightly reduced for the enclosed fluid due
to the container inertia can be observed. The inflow velocity with its peak value at T2 = 0.5, leads to
large deformations of the tube and the fluid container. Areas of low pressure can be identified close
to the smallest restrictions at T3 = 0.7. At T4 = 2.0 the resulting large stretch of the horizontal
semi-axis due to the reversed flow direction at the inflow boundary can be seen. The second inflow
cycle, exemplarily shown at T5 = 2.9, leads to a totally different deformation and pressure solution
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Figure 15: Vibrating of a flexible structure: (Left) geometric setup for unfitted fluid-fluid-solid interaction.
A flexible tail is clamped by a fixed head and embedded into a surrounding flow fluid. Fluid domain is
artificially decomposed into an inner domain Ωf1 and and outer template-shaped domain Ωf2 . (Right) Close-
up view of overlapping meshes in the vicinity of the structural head and the fluid-fluid interface.
compared to the first cycle. Due to the prevailing inflow direction, the fluid container passes threw
the whole flexible pipe and finally reaches the outlet (T6 = 8.3).
Figure 14 (left) shows the deformed computational mesh for T7 = 3.0. Although the deformation
for this point in time is large, due to the beneficial separation of fitted and unfitted discretizations
the distortion of the fluid elements is still moderate. Matching discretizations for all fluid-structure-
interfaces would lead to a totally distorted computational mesh in domain Ωf1 . Finally, figure 14
(right) shows the evolution of the displacement in x1-direction of both limiting points of the
outer horizontal semi-axis in time. The resulting diameter of this semi-axis quantifies the large
deformation of the fluid container.
6.3. Approach 4: Vibrating of a Flexible Structure
The test example of a tail-shaped flexible structure, which is vibrating due to vortex-shedding
induced by a surrounding higher-Reynolds-number flow, is perfectly suited to demonstrate the high
capabilities of the composed unfitted discretization concept for FSI comprised in Approach 4. This
test case has been originally introduced and extensively studied in [90].
Problem Setup. The problem setting is taken unchanged from [90] as drawn in Figure 15. A
two-dimensional flexible structure of length 4.0 and height 0.06 is clamped at its front end by a
square-shaped obstacle of edge-length 1.0, which is assumed fixed. The rest of the tail can arbitrarily
move in a surrounding fluid within a domain Ω of length 19.5 and height 12.0. The entire structural
surface defines the fluid-structure interface Γfs. Along the fixed head the fluid-solid interaction
simplifies to a no-slip boundary condition for the fluid to be enforced weakly, as mentioned in
Remark 9 and presented in detail in the work [56]. The origin of the setting is set to the front end
of the flexible structure. Constant inlet at x1 = −5.5 with a fluid velocity of umax = 51.3 drives the
flow around the fixed structural head. In its backflow vortices detach and strongly interact with the
flexible structural tail. These excite the structure to vibrate which in return cause further creation
and detachment of vortices from the structure. The flow velocity entering the domain is initially
ramped up smoothly by a time curve factor g(t) = 12 (1− cos(pit/0.1)) within t ∈ [0, 0.1] and kept
constant afterwards. At the boarders perpendicular to the inlet, i.e. x2 = ±6.0, slip-conditions
prevent the flow to escape and a zero-traction Neumann boundary condition hN = 0 is enforced
at x1 = 12.0. The materials are chosen as follows: for the fluid, it is set µf = 1.82 · 10−4 and
ρf = 1.18 · 10−3 resulting in an approximate Reynold’s number of Re ≈ 333 based on the structural
head dimension. For the structural tail, Neo-Hookean material is considered with νs = 0.35 and
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two different characteristic material sets: (A) E = 2.5 · 10−6, ρs = 0.1 and (B) E = 2.0 · 10−6,
ρs = 2.0.
Computational Approach. The structural tail is approximated by 20× 2 two-dimensional 8-
node Q2-elements. The fluid domain is decomposed at an artificial fluid-fluid interface Γf1f2 given
by the boundary of the box [−2.0, 5.0]× [−3.6, 3.6] which defines Ωf1h ∪ Ωsh. The inner fluid
domain Ωf1h is approximated with a 80× 80 bilinearly-interpolated fluid mesh covering the fictitious
domain Ωf1∗h = [−2.05, 5.05]× [−3.65, 3.65]. This mesh is unfitted to both interfaces, the fluid-
solid interface Γfs and the fluid-fluid interface Γf1f2 . The outer template-shaped fluid subdomain
Ωf2h = Ω\(Ωf1h ∪ Ωsh) is approximated by a mesh T f2h fitting to its outer and inner subdomain
boundary ∂Ωf2h . The mesh T f2h exhibits a mesh size of h1 = 0.1625, h2 = 0.3 in x1- and x2-
directions, respectively. This fluid mesh and the structural mesh overlap in an unfitted way with
the inner fluid grid T f1h , as visualized in Figure 15. As all fluid meshes exhibit perfect symmetry
with respect to the x1-axis, the entire structure needs to be slightly displaced with a perturbation of
 = 0.001 in positive x2-direction to introduce a small imperfection to later cause vortices to detach.
To reduce damping of the vortex shedding, it is chosen θ = 0.55 for the temporal approximation of
the fluid with a time-step length of ∆t = 0.001. The composite flow field is approximated with a
classical RBVM formulation for T f2h and an RBVM/GP method (see Section 4.2 and Remark 6)
for the intersected mesh T f1h . For preconditioning the linearized FSI system (99) a 2× 2 block-
Gauss–Seidel preconditioner for the solid and the composed fluid block are utilized.
Results. Simulation results for the two different material settings (A) and (B) are visualized for
different times in Figure 16. For both settings, the flow is driven by the inlet and fluid is convected
from the inflow across the fluid-fluid interface. Accuracy of the fluid-fluid coupling is indicated
by continuous streamlines crossing Γf1f2 . Flow streams around the structural head at which no-slip
boundary conditions are enforced weakly using the Nitsche-type technique. Due to the introduced
small imperfection, flow develops slightly non-symmetric on the two sides of the flexible tail.
Vortices develop behind the structural step and are transported along the tail towards its end where
they finally detach at slightly different times. As a result, the tail is excited to deform which further
induces strong detaching vortices. The oscillation amplitude of the flexible tail increases and it
starts to highly dynamically vibrate. For setting (A) vibration is expected to be dominated by the
first structural eigenfrequency, whereas for setting (B) even higher modes are present. This can be
clearly seen from the simulation results for the two different material settings in Figure 16.
The great advantage of this CUTFEM-based discretization concept is, on the one hand, to allow
for large structural deformations and motions independent of the structural positioning within its
surrounding fluid mesh, similar to Approach 2. At this point it needs be pointed out that many people
reported severe problems with fitted deforming mesh based approaches as soon as deformations get
larger, as especially the small fluid elements next to the tip of the tail tend to fail. On the other
hand, decomposing the fluid domain enables to utilize highly refined meshes in specific regions of
interest, while computational costs then can be kept at a minimum. Meshing the entire FSI settings
is as simple as possible due to the fixed-grid character of the approximation and due to the possibility
of unfittedness of the meshes with respect to boundaries and interfaces. In particular when motion
of fluid meshes is taken into account, which can be easily realized by utilizing ALE techniques,
this CUTFEM approximation concept allows for a multitude of further developments and adoptions
to different coupled problem settings. Such schemes will be addressed in more detail in a future
publication.
7. SUMMARY
Different cut finite element based approaches for fluid-structure interaction (FSI) are juxtaposed
and novel methods fitting into a unified monolithic FSI framework are presented in this work.
Capabilities and limitations of classical interface-fitted ALE-based moving mesh techniques are
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Figure 16: Vibrating of a flexible structure: visualization of the surrounding flow and deformation of
the vibrating tail at different times T1 = 2.415, T2 = 2.560 for setting (A) (top) and at T3 = 3.520 and
T4 = 3.880 for setting (B) (bottom). Streamlines indicate the flow field in the vicinity of the vibrating
structure. Fluid is convected from inflow across the fluid-fluid interface (colored as black lines) and streams
around the structural head. Vortices detach in its backflow and excite the tail to vibrate. Created swirls are
again convected across the fluid-fluid interface. In contrast to setting (A), setting (B) exhibits vibration with
even higher eigenfrequencies.
discussed, where most severe restrictions arise for large deformation and/or motion FSI. Taking
these as driving motivation, novel geometrically unfitted discretization concepts based on the
powerful Cut Finite Element Method (CUTFEM) are presented and compared. First, an unfitted
pure-fixed approach for the fluid is considered. It allows for large structural motions in a surrounding
fluid, without the need for remeshing or mesh update techniques. Moreover, it is perfectly suited
to simulate future fluid-structure-contact interaction problem settings. As a second advancement,
classical ALE-based techniques for small deforming interfaces are combined with the unfitted
approach to deal with largely-moving interfaces at the same time. Then, the unfitted fluid mesh does
not remain fixed over time anymore. This introduces further algorithmic issues, however, provides
a highly flexible approach to challenging FSI. As a third development, to increase mesh resolution
around largely-deforming bodies embedded into a fixed grid at reasonable computational costs, a
CutFEM based fluid domain decomposition technique is incorporated. This is of particular interest,
when the main region of interest is known a priori and most of the advantages of unfitted methods
shall be preserved. The latter provides vast ideas for future discretization concepts that are not
limited to FSI even more.
In the present work, all interface couplings—whether with fitting or non-fitting meshes—are
enforced weakly using Nitsche’s methods, supported by ghost-penalties on cut fluid meshes.
Stabilized spatial discretizations are provided for flow governed by the transient incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations coupled to the non-linear structural elastodynamics equations. All
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proposed FSI systems are solved as a monolithic scheme to gain from the temporal stability
properties of full-implicitly coupled systems. Important algorithmic steps arising from cut finite
element approximations are discussed and novel aspects regarding changes of fluid function spaces
within a monolithic Newton solve are proposed. All methods are tested for several two- and
three-dimensional FSI examples which demonstrate the potential of these novel FSI approaches.
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